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o rew o r

The Maritime Administration was transferred from the Department of Com-
merce to the Department of Transportation on August 6, 1981. Since this was
very close to the end of the fiscal year, the Maritime Administration's fiscal year
1981 activities are not covered in this report. However, a full report on the
Maritime Administration, beginning with its transfer, will be included in the
Department's fiscal year 1982 annual report.
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summary

he primary responsibilities of the U.S. Department of
ransportation are to assure the coordination and effec-
ve administration of federal transportation laws and to
evelop policies and programs which will result in the
rovision of fast, safe, and convenient transportation at
ie lowest possible cost.
The following paragraphs summarize a few of the

epartment's fiscal year 1981 activities in carrying out
lose responsibilities. More detailed accounts of these
Zd other Departmental activities are given in the
rogress reports which follow this summary.

regulatory Reform

he Staggers Rail Act of 1980, which gave railroads
ew freedom in ratemaking and service, was signed into
.w. In addition, the Department worked for greater
regulation of the trucking industry and for total
regulation of the bus industry.

'ransportation Safety

f ,S. airlines had their safest year in history, and general
viation accidents dropped to a 20 year low. Motor
ehicles fatalities declined slightly, as did the fatality
ate. Even motorcycle fatalities, which had risen sharply
:nce 1976, showed a significant decline. Train accidents
nd casualties declined, as did crossing fatalities. Gas
ipeline failures were essentially unchanged, but gas
ipeline related casualties declined sharply.

Zarine Transportation

deepwater port license was offered to Texas Offshore
'ort, Inc., and construction of the LOOP deepwater
ort off Louisiana was completed. As in fiscal year 1980,
Ze Coast Guard responded to more than 73,000 calls for
ssistance. More than 6,300 people were rescued from
fe threatening situations, including 519 people aboard
burning vessel in the Gulf of Alaska, and more than
68,000 people were assisted.
Fiscal year 1981 was a record year for Coast Guard

rug interdiction. Drug seizures were particularly heavy
wring the first three months of the fiscal year, when
such of the Coast Guard sealift patrol force remained in
ie Florida area. More than 1800 tons of marijuana were
sized, as well as 8.5 million doses of Quaaludes.
Fishery conservation activities resulted in 81 civil

~nalty actions and the seizure of 15 vessels.
The first two 270-foot Famous class Coast Guard

otters were launched. Eleven more 270-foot cutters
ere on order.

A total of 50.6 million metric tons of cargo moved
through the U.S. portion of the Saint Lawrence Seaway.
This was an increase of 2.3 percent over 1980. Most
cargo categories showed substantial increases, except
grain tonnage, which declined 9 percent. Export coal
tonnage rose to a record level.

Aviation

Calendar year 1980 was the safest year in history for
U.S. airlines, as only I3 people died in the year's single
fatal air carrier accident. In addition, commuter airlines
recorded 5 yeax lows in accident totals, and general
aviation accidents dropped to their lowest total in 20
years.

Aircraft hijackings decreased sharply, from 22 in
fiscal year 1980 to 6 in fiscal year 1981.

The labor agreement between the Federal Aviation
Administration and the Professional Air Traffic Con-
troller Organization expired on March 15, 1981.
Negotiations for a new agreement began early in
January 1981, and a tentative agreement was reached in
June. However, the agreement was rejected by the
union members. On August 3, 1981, the union went on
strike, and the government began removal action
against more than 11,000 strikers. The Federal Aviation
Administration immediately instituted flow control pro-
cedures, which permitted air traffic to continue, but at
about 75 percent of its prestrike level. A program to
train new controllers to replace those that had been
removed was promptly begun.

Two major additions were made to the enroute air
traffic control system during the year. They were an en
route minimum safe altitude warning system and an en
route arrival metering system. In addition, the last of
the backup direct access radar channel systems was
commissioned.

A new terminal radar approach control facility was
commissioned at New York City. The new facility pro-
vided traffic control for all three major airports in the
New York metropolitan area.

A total of $450 million was obligated by the Federal
Aviation Administration for airport construction and
improvement.

Highways

A total of $9.0 billion was obligated during fiscal year
1981 under the federal-aid highway program.

By the end of the year, 40,300 miles of the interstate
system were in use, and an additional 751 miles were
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under construction. A total of $3.7 billion was obligated
for interstate construction, plus $250 million for inter-
state rehabilitation.

The bridge replacement and rehabilitation program
continued to expand, and fiscal year 1981 obligations
totaled $938 million.

Federal Highway Administration inspections of
commercial motor vehicles increased to 40,000. More
than 11,000 vehicles and 4,800 drivers were taken out of
service as a result of the inspections.

Traffic deaths declined for the first time since 1974.
Fatalities totaled 49,268, compaxed to slightly over
51,000 casualties in both 1979 and 1980. The traffic
fatality rate, which has been essentially stable since
1975, declined slightly.

Drunk driving continued to be the number one high-
way safety problem, and state and local efforts to reduce
drunk driving increased substantially during 1981.

Railroads

Train accidents decreased by 13 percent in calendax
yeax 1980 and rail related casualties decreased by 15
percent. Grade crossing fatalities continued to decline.

Work continued on the northeast corridor improve-
ment project. Passenger service time between
Washington, D.C., and New York was reduced by
almost 1 hour. Construction contracts totaling more
than $100 million were awarded. Major accomplish-
ments included installation of 60 miles of concrete ties
and 20 miles of continuous welded rail and rehabilitation
of 13 bridges.

Conrail made progress toward self-sufficiency, and
Congress passed legislation providing for sale of Conrail
to the private sector.

Amtrak improved both its on-time service and its
labor productivity, but its financial condition remained
essentially unchanged. Neax the end of the fiscal year,

the system was reduced in size by about 10 percent and
onboaxd services were reduced to cut costs.

The Alaska Railroad enjoyed the best year of its
history, with total freight tonnage up 93 percent, ex~
ceeding the previous record tonnage by 46 percent, anc
revenues up 52 percent. Most of the increase in freight
tonnage was the result of a 350 percent increase in the
movement of sand and gravel. The Railroad had its firs
earned surplus since 1976.

Urban Mass Transportation

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration
obligated a total of $4.1 billion for transit assistance it
fiscal year 1981.

A total of $1.1 billion of the obligated funds was usec
for operating costs. The remaining $3 billion was usec
for capital investments. One major capital investmen~
was the purchase of 1,000 buses by the state of Penn
sylvania for use by transit operators throughout the
state.

Construction continued on new rapid transi~
systems in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Miami and on ligh~
rail systems in Buffalo and Portland, Oregon.

Twenty interstate withdrawal requests were ap
proved under the interstate transfer program, providing
$614 million for transit projects, including Boston anc
Chicago rail extensions and the Portland light rat
system.

Materials Transportation

Gas pipeline failures increased by about 1 percent u
calendar year 1980, but gas pipeline casualties decrease
by 28 percent. Liquid pipeline accidents decreased by 1;
percent.
Hazardous materials incidents and casualties con

tinued to decline from their calendar year 1978 highs
However, railroad incidents involving hazardou
materials continued to increase.
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t e ecretar

he office of the Secretary provides staff and advisory
~zpport for the 5ecreta.~y and supports and coordinates
le activities of the various administrations of the
Department. In addition, the Office of the Secretary has
rimary responsibility for carrying out certain programs.
his progress report emphasizes those programs.

'ransportation Policy

'ransportation policy activities during fiscal year 1981
oncentrated on applying to transportation the Admin-
~tration's overall economic and policy priorities:

~ Return non-national functions to state and local
overnment;
~ Increase reliance on the private sector and market
lechanisms;
~ Relax or eliminate inefficient or unnecessary federal
ales and regulations; and

~ Significantly reduce the federal budget and federal
axes.

These policies were translated into specific
~ansportation initiatives in the farm of legislative pra-
osals, budgetary proposals, and regulatory review and
vision.

Legislation

Legislation was developed and sent to Congress for all
najor federal transportation programs—federal-a.id high-
rays, urban public transportation, aviation, Amtrak,
;onrail, the Coast Guard, and ports and waterways. Ma-
~r elements of the legislation included proposals to:

~ Restructure the federal-aid highway program to
mphasize completion and preservation of the interstate
ystem;

• Eliminate federal transit operating subsidies and
concentrate capital subsidies on preserving existing
transit systems;
• Modernize the nation's air traffic control system;

• Reduce subsidies for Amtrak and increase emphasis
on productivity and efficiency;

• Return Conrail to the private sector; and

~ Institute user fees to recover the costs of certain
Coast Guard, aviation, port, and inland waterway
programs.

Federalism

The Department developed proposals to carry out the
Administration's overall federalism objectives. In the
area of federally-funded programs, the Department
reviewed and coordinated legislative, budgetary, and
regulatory proposals directed toward increasing the
authority and responsibility of state and local govern-
ments. In the area of interstate commerce, the Depart-
ment examined the appropriate scope of federal respon-
sibility and established criteria that incorporate
increased respect for states' rights.

Cost Recovery Policy

The Department developed a cost recovery policy for
federal transportation programs, based on the principle
that federal transportation outlays should be financed,
wherever possible, through charges levied directly on
the user or immediate beneficiary rather than through
general taxes levied on the population as a whole. Con-
sistent with this policy, analyses were conducted to in-
itiate or improve user charges for the federal highway
program, for certain Coast Guard services, for inland
waterways and ports, for aviation services and the air-
port development program, and for Amtrak. In addi-
tion, legislative proposals to carry out the cost recovery
policy were developed and sent to Congress for aviation,
the Coast Guard, waterways and ports, and Amtrak.

Transportation Regulatory Reform

The Department developed sweeping railroad industry
reforms which were incorporated into the Staggers Rail
Act of 1980, signed into law on October 14, 1980. The
Act greatly increased railroad ratemaking flexibility
and provided the railroads with new opportunities to im-
prove service, reduce operating costs, and streamline
their physical plants. Railroads responded to the new
freedom by doubling their earnings in the first half of
1981 versus the same period of 1980.
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The Department was active in truck regulatory pro-
ceedings at the Interstate Commerce Commission,
pressing for pro-competitive implementation of the
Motor Carrier Act of 1980, as well as supporting addi-
tional regulatory reformsproposed by the Commission.
It was expected that savings to consumers from less
truck regulation would be in the billions of dollars
annually.

Following the Secretary's testimony before the
House Committee on Public Works and Transportation,
on May 28, 1981, advocating total deregulation of the
bus industry, the Department worked closely with Con-
gress, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the bus
industry, and public interest groups to develop bus
regulatory reform legislation.

During the year, the Department proposed legisla-
tion to accelerate the abolition of the Civil Aeronautics
Board. This was consistent with provisions of the Airline
Deregulation Act, which called for the phasing-out of
airline regulation and abolition of the Boaxd.

Regulatory Relief

An Office of Management and Budget staff report to the
Vice President's Task Force on Regulatory Relief
estimated that large potential savings could be found
through regulatory reviews conducted by the Depart-
ment, with possible savings from revising or rescinding
Departmental rules of about $1.3 billion in annual costs
and $10.2 billion in one-time costs.

The Department has been in the forefront in the
implementation of the President's regulatory relief pro-
gram, reviewing over 40 of its most costly or controver-
sial regulations. To help assure that the reviews were
consistent and complete, a handbook on cost-benefit
analysis was prepared for the use of all personnel
responsible for such assessments.

Ports Legislation

Several legislative proposals dealing with recovery of
federal costs for deep-draft navigation were reviewed in
light of the Administration's position that ports should
reimburse the federal government for 100 percent of all
costs for deep-draft navigation, including initial capital
construction, as well as operations and maintenance.
Analyses were also prepared assessing the impact on
ports of such cost recovery legislation on a nationwide
scale and of the impact on selected ports, in terms of
tonnage and navigation costs. Initial findings indicated
that the impact would be small.

A deepwater port license was offered to Texas Off
shore Port, Inc., (TOP) on September 21, 1981. TOP's
license application was submitted on December 30,
1980, and the review, including coordination with other
federal and state agencies, was completed in record
time. TOP had until June 15, 1982, to decide whether or
not to accept the license offer.

Construction of the LOOP deepwater port off the
Louisiana Coast was completed, and the Department
completed its review and approval of LOOP's operation:
manual. The port was undergoing tests which were tc
extend into November 1981. During the test period;
LOOP was not operating as a common carrier and it:
proposed tariff had not yet been filed with the Federa:
Energy Regulatory Commission.

Inland Waterway User Charges

During 1981 significant progress was made in develop
ing a program for cost recovery on the inland navigatior
system. The Department of Transportation, in coopers
Lion with the Department of Commerce, completed a ma~
jor analysis of the impacts of waterway user charges or
baxge operators, water shippers, and the regional econ
omies involved. The study concluded that, for the mos~
part, full cost recovery would not have damaging effects

Automobile Industry Assessment

In response to directives from the President and Con-
gress, the Department prepared a report on the long
term future of the automobile industry. The report was
completed in January 1981. Later that month, the Presi-
dent asked the Secretary of Transportation to head a
cabinet-level task force on the problems of the auto-
mobile industry. Departmental staff supported this task
force and, in April, the President announced a program
of actions to help the industry.

Coal Exports

During fiscal year 1981, interest continued in coal ex
ports and in U.S. capabilities for transporting coal fron
U.S. mines to ports and for transferring coal to ships fo:
delivery to foreign markets. The Department completed
in late 1980, an assessment of the ability of the inlanc
transportation system to efficiently carry expected future
levels of coal exports. This analysis was conducted at the
request of the Interagency Coal Export Task Force, any
the summary report was circulated for public commen
early in 1981. A new interagency worlang group for cos
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exports was established in August 1981, with the goal of
dentifying and assessing domestic constraints to coal ex-
~orts which warrant federal action and recommending
actions to remove those constraints.

Daylight Savings Time

Che Department was called upon by the House and
senate Commerce Committees to present the Adminis-
;ration's position on legislative proposals to extend the
.ix-month daylight saving time period to seven or eight
nonths. New and revised analyses were conducted to
ipdate the findings of the Department's 1975 report to
congress relative to the impacts of daylight saving time
;xtension on energy consumption, traffic safety, crime
~ates, and public opinion. These findings sigr~i~icantly
strengthened support for the Administration's position,
vhich recommended expansion of the daylight saving
ime period to extend from the first Sunday in March to
he last Sunday in October. A bill subsequently passed
he House, in September 1981, to extend the system to
he dates recommended by the Department, and action
vas pending in the Senate.

nternational Programs

)uring fiscal year 1981 the Department continued to ex-
~and its international cooperative programs to shaxe the
Benefits of foreign transportation research. The Depart-
nent concluded an agreement with Finland for coopera-
ion in icebreaking and winter navigation and arranged
or cooperation between the Coast Guaxd and the Dutch
n vessel traffic management. The Department reached
,n agreement in principle with the People's Republic of
;hina on a transportation protocol; established channels
or technical level cooperation on border transportation
problems with Mexico and Canada; negotiated arrange-
~ents for Soviet and Polish airline participation in the
)mega data collection program; and hosted the 13th
Zeeting of the U.S. and Japanese transportation
esearch panel, a forum established at the government
~vel for annual exchange of transportation experience
nd technology.

As a result of increased importance placed on
nhancing export opportunities for American business,
he Department expanded its involvement in transport
ctivities related to international trade. The Depart-
Zent identified potential transportation problems that
ould affect the flow of trade between the United States,
Zexico, Canada, Central America, and the Caribbean
ations. In connection with the Secretary's role as a
lember of the interagency trade policy committee, the

Department provided advice in such areas as: the har-
monization of automobile standards; the economic effects
of reducing the level of official export credit subsidies for
aircraft sales; and the effects of the Government Procure-
ment Code on federal transportation programs.

In May 1981 the Department sponsored an interna-
tional symposium on surface transportation system per-
formance in cooperation with the European Conference
of Ministers of Transport, the Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development, and the Transportation
Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences.
The symposium was attended by 250 people from 1?
countries.

International Aviation Policy

The Department played an increasing role in for-
mulating and implementing U.S. international aviation
policy. Representatives participated in bilateral civil
aviation negotiations with Japan, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Taiwan,
Brazil, Poland, and the Scandinavian nations. The
Department also participated in multilateral aviation
forums, including the European Civil Aviation Con-
ference and the Latin American Civil Air Commission,
to discuss proposals for greater pricing flexibility.

Environmental Protection

The Department completed a study of the environmen-
tal regulations which apply to transportation projects.
The study identified several key areas in which the re-
quirements are duplicative or unduly time consuming
without significantly adding to environmental protec-
tion. The Secretary submitted a report on the study,
with recommended improvements, to the task force on
regulatory relief.

Transportation for the Handicapped

On July 20, 1981, the Department issued an interim final
regulation amending the mass transit requirements of
the Department's regulation on nondiscrimination
against handicapped persons (section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973). The previous rule imposed
significant costs on the transit industry and had been op-
posed by the vast majority of transit operators and some
handicapped persons. The new regulation provided
greater flexibility to local communities in determining
how to apply transit funds to the provision of transpor-
tation for handicapped persons.
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Air Quality Controls

The Department completed a study of the costs and
relative effectiveness of transportation strategies to
reduce air pollution. The report compared various
transportation control measures and suggested strat-
egies for analysis of local conditions so as to reduce the
cost of improving air quality. The Secretary provided a
report on the study's findings to the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency Administrator for use in developing
amendments to the Clean Air Act, and copies were also
made available to state and local air quality and
transportation agencies.

Legal Assistance

During the year, the Office of the Secretary:

• Provided legal analyses and opinions to the cabinet
level task force, which was chaired by the Secretary of
Transportation, on issues dealing with international
trade, taxes, and antitrust questions for the President's
program for the auto industry.
• Provided legal representation to major international
air transportation negotiations, including bilateral con-
sultations with Japan and multilateral consultations
with the European Civil Aviation Conference on North
Atlantic pricing.
• Prepaxed legal assistance and advice on the transfer
of the Maritime Administration to the Department of
Transportation.
• Drafted regulations involving Washington National
Airport, minority business enterprises, and access of the
handicapped to public transportation, and defended the
Secretary from challenges to these regulations.

• Developed and presented Departmental positions on
transportation industry issues which involved signifi-
cant legal questions, such as the Union Pacific-Missouri
Pacific railroad merger, railroad and motor caxrier
deregulation, and airline merger cases.
• Provided legal advice and representation pertaining
to the issuance of a license for a deepwater porgy at
Freeport, Texas.
• Provided legal opinions and support regarding the for-
mulation of policy concerning the Chrysler Corporation.
• Implemented the priority review of existing
transportation regulations to ensure that the regula-
tions were necessary.
• Provided legal advice and representation to the Law
of the Sea Negotiations.
• Reviewed and disposed of 223 cases involving the
correction of military records for the U.S. Coast Guard.

Intergovernment Affairs

Major accomplishments in intergovernmental affairs dur
ing the year included coordination of the Department':
participation in the Presidential Federalism Advisor3
Committee and providing an intergovernmental perspec~
tive for Departmental working groups and task forces.

Major public and special interest groups concernec
with transportation were contacted, briefed on Ad~
ministration goals and objectives, and offered assistancE
in understanding and providing information to their con
stituents on the Department's programs and budget. Thf
Regional Representatives of the Secretary made simila.~
contacts with state and local officials and Congressiona
district offices. Many organizations and officials werf
contacted by the Department for the first time.

A concerted effort was made to meet with state anc
local officials at forums and meetings.

Community Planning Assistance

Major accomplishments in community planning
assistance included:

• Initiation of a study to assess the impacts of current
federal program changes on planning and decision mak•
ing at the state, regional, and local levels, and to deter
mine how the Department can help them adapt to nevi
transportation responsibilities;
• Participation in a major review of the Federal ~iigh~
way Administration and Urban Mass Transportation Ad•
ministration urban transportation planning process; anc
• Development of innovative planning studies not fund
able by modal programs, such as a study of private sector
involvement in community contingency planning ir.
Bakersfield, California, and a study of improving trans•
portation in a rural area of Northwest Colorado impactec
by recreational travel and the coal industry, and pax•
ticipation in a joint Department of Transportation;
Department of Housing and Urban Development, ana
Department of Energy national community" energy
management center.

Technology Sharing

The Department's technology sharing program annuall;
responds to over 100,000 requests from state and loca
governments for technical assistance and informatioi
on a wide range of technology related topics.

Recognizing the role that such technical assistant+
can play in helping state and local governments dea
with reduced funding levels, the Office of the Secretar;
issued guidance to the operating administrations or
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;ethnology sharing activities. Specific emphasis was
placed on alternative (non-federal) funding approaches,
improving the effectiveness of federal funding where
:here is an appropriate federal role, and developing
~axtnerships with the private sector.

To encourage better flow and dissemination of infor-
nation, the technology sharing program put special
1mphasis on identifying and transferring information on
nnovative state and local research and transportation
activities. This enables like jurisdictions to take advan-
;age of innovative practices of other jurisdictions.

Consumer Liaison

the Department continued to inform the public and seek
public participation in agency decision making, as re-
~uired by Executive Order 12160. Specific activities in-
~Iuded development of case studies on successful public
evolvement in local transportation planning; providing
nformation to consumers on the President's transporta-
;ion proposals; reviewing significant consumer regula-
;ions (e.g., auto safety and accessibility for the hand-
capped); and examining transportation's role in local
=.conomic development.

small and Disadvantaged Business

Che Minority Business Resources Center Program was
restructured in order to make it more cost effective.

A new five member Minority Business Resources
enter Advisory Committee was sworn in by the

Secretary of Transportation on September 29, 1981.

During fiscal year 1981, a total of $173,072,000 in
:ontracts were awarded to minority firms by the
•ailroads. This amount represented approximately 11
percent of the purchases which were made by those
~ailroads which received funds from the Department.
~n additional $5,604,000 in contracts were obtained by
ninority firms from prime supplier contracts to the
~ailroads.

Outreach seminars were conducted in forty-one of
he most heavily populated states to alert minority and
vomen businesses to the Department's financial
assistance and direct contracting programs.

The Secretary of Transportation issued a policy
,tatement on September 12, 1981, committing the
)epartment to vigorously support an active and effec-
ive program of providing contracting opportunities for
ninority and small businesses.

Administration

The Office of the Secretary initiated and carried out
improved management practices which reduced costs
and increased the Department's effectiveness and effi-
ciency. For example, the management of the Depart-
ment'sinformation resources was improved through the
implementation of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980. The Department's automatic data processing
capability was increased by replacing obsolete com-
puters; and savings of $2.8 million were realized through
space reallocation. In addition, several management
studies led to improved Departmental management.
One study led to improvement in the organization of the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration. The Office
of the Secretary also managed the transfer of the
Maritime Administration to the Department and pro-
vided support to the Maritime Administration during
the transition.

Cash Management

The Department implemented and fostered improved
cash management practices.

During the year, grant payment procedures were
reviewed to ensure that they were consistent with cash
management policies. Time was also devoted to a
separate but related effort, designed to improve letter-
of-credit procedures. On implementation, these pro-
cedures were expected to improve the Department's
cash position by minimizing premature and excessive
grant payments. Additionally, the procedures were
expected to assure timely payments to grantees and
contractors.

A series of in-house reviews of cash management
practices was conducted and the findings were sum-
marizedfor Departmental evaluation and for use in pro-
viding arequired report to the Treasury Department. In
addition, specialized reports on specific aspects of cash
management were furnished to the Treasury Depaxt-
ment and the Office of Management and Budget to
assist in their evaluation of government-wide cash
management practices.

Guidelines were established on timely payments to
improve the Department's image with the business sec-
tor; on prompt collection of receivables to improve the
Department's cash posture; and on internal controls to
protect the Department's cash resources against loss or
improper use.

0
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Space Reductions

The Department saved $2.8 million dollars through

improved space allocations.

• Space in the Nassif Building was reallocated, so it

would be possible to move the Maxitime Administration

into the building without acquiring additional rental

space. This resulted in savings of $1,800,000 annually in

rental charges and enhanced the coordination process

between the Maxitime Administration and other Depart-

ment of Transportation elements.

• Plans were developed to reallocate space in the

Federal Aviation Administration headquarters building,

so that all Federal Aviation Administration personnel

could be moved into that building. The Nassif Building

space vacated was to be assigned to the Maritime Ad-

ministration, resulting in savings of $600,000 annually.

• Library space was reduced by 15,000 square feet,

which was assigned to the Maritime Administration.

This resulted in savings of $225,000 in rental costs. The

reduction in space was accomplished by purging the

library of $250,000 worth of documents. Most of the

documents purged were sent to other libraries, i.e., the

Library of Congress, Merchant Marine Academy, etc.

• A reduction of 50,000 square feet of warehouse space

resulted in savings of $209,000 in rental costs. The space

reduction was achieved by disposing of obsolete publica-

tions and excess property, reducing bulk publications

stocks by accelerating the mailing of requests for such

publications, and implementing an overall purging
process.

Transportation Computer Center

The Transportation Computer Center increased its ability

to support the Department's mission with reliable state-

of-the-art computing services. Two Amdahl computers

and communications front-end processors replaced ob-

solete and unreliable computers. The operating system

for the Amdahl computers was replaced. The computer

operations center and the Maritime Administration's

computer operations were relocated, with minimum

disruption to service. A data base management system

implementation plan was developed.

Paperwork Reduction

quirements by 80 million person hours, development c
long-range plans for automatic data processing, institi:
tion of a planned review of selected information ac
tivities, and merging of telecommunications policy wit
other information management activities.

Implementation of the Act was expected t
significantly improve the management of Department
information resources. Related actions included
review of Departmental data, centers for more effectiv
resources sharing, a review of data communications t
reduce current costs, establishment of a program fc
computer technology information transfer, and in
provements to the information resources acquisitio
process to lower the cost of timesharing services and t
shorten the overall acquisition time.

Civil Rights

The Department's total civilian employment decrease
from 69,938 to 68,627. Minorities represented 14.8 pe
cent of the civilian employment, and women representE
17.4 percent.

The Department measures the effectiveness of i~
civil rights programs through the use of monthly ar
quarterly statistical reports, through its monitoring ~
equal employment opportunity affirmative action plan
and through the conducting of internal equal emplo;
ment opportunity evaluations. The Department's pr~
grams have resulted in a steady increase of minoritii
and women in the Department's workforce. Special er.
phasis has been placed on increasing minority ar
female representation in underrepresented occupatioi
within the Department.

During fiscal year 1981, the Department completE
and submitted an affirmative action program accor
plishment report to the Equal Employment Opportuni~
Commission; reviewed and approved affirmative attic
plans for each of the Administrations within the Depar
ment, reviewed and approved forty-three affirmative a
tion plans for the various regions, districts and oth~
field entities. It also developed directives for implemer.
ing the performance appraisal and merit pay system
and designed and implemented a new system for revie~
ing and monitoring Senior Executive Service positic
vacancies to assure consideration of minorities in fillir
these positions.

A single official was appointed and given responsibility
for implementation of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980, P.L. 96-511, throughout the Department. Early
accomplishments included reduction of the
Department's public reporting and recordkeeping re-

Inspector General

Fiscal year 1981 was the second full year of operati
for the Department's Office of Inspector General. T
Office's significant accomplishments and productiv:
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gins in the axeas of audits, investigations, fraud
~evention, and review of legislation and regulations are
mmarized in the following paragraphs.
A total of 2,250 audit reports were issued during

Kcal year 1981, and a total of $23Q.9 million of costs
ire questioned. Recommendations were made con-
rning the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of
apartment of Transportation programs and operations
rich had a potential to save $658.1 million. Actual sav-
;sstatistics as a result of audits were not kept for the
~st half of the year; but during the last half of the year,
.dit reports resulted in the recovery of $190 million. A
.tuber of audit findings also pertained to system and
ntrol deficiencies which, when corrected, will help to
event fraud, abuse, or other improprieties. The In-
ector General continued to provide audit and advisory
pport to procurement and contracting officers and
ovided assistance to Departmental managers and
antees in implementing audit requirements prescribed
Attachment P to the Office of Management and

:dget's Circular A-102.

During fiscal year 1981, 237 investigations cases
re opened and 208 were closed. Judicial dispositions
:luded 51 convictions, with fines of $3,261,100, court-
iered restitutions of $22,066, 12.9 years of imprison-
~nt (6.6 years suspended), and 23 years of probation.
ministrative actions included debarments of 10 con-
uction companies or company officials and 37 person-
actions, such as suspensions, reprimands, restitu-

ns, or resignations. In addition to court-ordered Vines
i restitutions, cost savings or avoidance of $824,985
s realized as a result of investigative efforts.

Six vulnerability assessments were completed dur-
ing the year, and a new program of joint audit and in-
vestigative fraud prevention and detection surveys was
established. Fraud awareness efforts included: prepar-
ing aletter, signed by the Secretary, providing guidance
on suspension and debarment of contractors; briefing
the Secretary and senior Departmental staff on the com-
plaint center; issuing audit reports on imprest funds,
outlining conditions with a potential for fraud and
abuse; participating as a member of the Administrative
Remedies and Incentives Committee of the President's
Council on Integrity and Efficiency; preparing a Depart-
mental Order covering administrative remedies avail-
able to management in cases that are not prosecuted;
distributing over 5,000 copies of an Office of Inspector
General brochure; and advising the Department's
grantee organizations on the application of the previously
issued procurement fraud indicators package. Action was
taken on 350 complaints received by the complaint
center.

In a continuing effort to better utilize resources, the
Inspector General reviewed only the proposed legisla-
tion which directly involved the Office of Inspector
General or which significantly affected Departmental
programs and operations. Some examples of legislation
and regulations on which significant comments were
made were the Amtrak Improvement Act of 1981, the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1981, the Financial Integ-
rity Act of 1981, The Federal Employees Compensation
Act Amendments of 1981, The Debt Collection Act of
1981, and Amendments to the Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Act of 1964.
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The United States Coast Guard is responsible for enforc-
ing orassisting in the enforcement of federal laws on the
high seas and waters subject to the jurisdiction of the
U.S. These laws govern navigation, shipping, and other
maxitime operations and the related protection of life
and property. The Coast Guard also provides maritime
search and rescue facilities. Other responsibilities in-
clude: promoting the safety of merchant vessels; con-
ducting oceanographic research; furnishing icebreaking
services; and developing, installing, maintaining, and
operating maxitime aids to navigation. A further
responsibility is to be ready to function as a specialized
part of the U.S. Navy in time of war or national
emergency.

The Coast Guard operates a fleet of 245 cutters, 158
aircraft, and more than 2,000 boats. It also maintains
more than 48,000 navigational aids.

Coast Guaxd missions are carried out by 39,760
military and 5,618 civilian personnel. They are sup-
ported by the 11,700 member Coast Guard Reserve and
by 40,761 civilian volunteers in the Coast Guard
Auxiliary.

International Affairs

The Coast Guard's international involvement reflects
their domestic role as well as a focus on world maritime
resources. Long recognized as a world leader in mari-
time affairs, the Coast Guard has attracted the attention
of other nations interested in maritime law enforcement
or marine safety matters. Foreign governments want-
ing to acquire or improve their own maxitime forces look
to the Coast Guaxd as a model and for assistance.

The number of foreign nationals receiving training
at Coast Guaxd schools and the requests for information

coming from abroad showed a steady increase. Coa
Guard cutters were increasingly requested to opera'
with allied navies and to make foreign port calls to pr
mote our national objectives and policies. Coast Guaa
personnel led U.S. delegations to meetings of technic
committees of the Intergovernmental Maritime Co:
sultative Organization (IMCO) and actively participatE
in numerous other international conferences. A bilater
agreement on icebreaker technology was negotiate
between the U.S. and Finland and a Coast Guard office
was assigned to Saudi Arabia to serve as a maritin
safety advisor to the Ministry of Communications.

Search and Rescue

The search and rescue (SAR) program continues to 1
the mission that the public most identifies with t~
Coast Guaxd. The objective of the SAR program is
save lives and to prevent personal injury and proper
damage in the maritime regions of the United States. r
incident in recent history better demonstrated tl
importance of this objective and the Coast Guard's ab~1i~
to meet it than the saving of all 519 people aboaxd tl
burning M/V PRINSENDAM in the Gulf of Alaska
October 1980. A massive maritime tragedy was avertE
by the quick action and professionalism of the Coa
Guard's SAR forces.

The SAR, program uses approximately one-fourth
the Coast Guaxd's operating funds and personn
resources. During fiscal year 1981, the Coast Guaa
responded to over 73,000 calls for assistance, and, wig
the aid of the Coast Guard Auxiliary, rescued over 6,3(
people from life threatening situations and assisted
additional 168,000 people who were in danger. TI
estimated value of the property saved exceeded $9(
million.

During fiscal yeax 1981, the Coast Guaxd coc
dinated revision of the 1969 National Search and Resc~
Plan with seven executive agencies through the Intl
agency Committee on Seaxch and Rescue. The purpo
of this plan is to continue, by interagency agreemer
the effective use of all available facilities for search a~
rescue missions.

Aliens and Refugees

The start of fiscal year 1981 saw a large contingen
force of Coast Guaxd units patrolling off southe
Florida in the event the Cuban sealift resumed. At
direction of the President, this force remained in pla
until mid-December, when it was allowed to disper:
with the understanding that the Coast Guard would r
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pond rapidly to ,any renewal of the sealift. The sealift
.used a maintenance and training backlog which would
st through fiscal year 1982.
During fiscal year 1981, the Coast Guard inter-

pted or provided search and rescue assistance to 3,330
aitians, 156 Colombians, 52 Cubans, and small
embers of other migrants. As a result of a U.S. policy
view of the illegal flow of Haitian nationals into this
untry, the Coast Guard was expected to take a more
five role in fiscal year 1982 to interdict this flow.

rug Interdiction

scal year 1981 was a record year for Coast Guard drug
~forcement efforts with 3,707,207 pounds of marijuana
ized. Fifty-eight percent of the marijuana was seized
gyring the first quarter, when a sizeable force of Coast
yard units was retained in the Florida area as a Cuban
fugee contingency force. The Coast Guard also seized
million doses of Quaaludes, an 80 percent increase

er 1980, indicative of the continued increase in the
:cif methaqualone industry in Colombia and other
untries. The estimated value of all contraband con-
~cated by the Coast Guard was $2.7 billion, which
ualed the combined total of 1979 and 1980 contraband
izures. Interdiction activity was heaviest in the
orida and Caribbean area, but major seizures took
ice along the entire coast line.

fisheries Law Enforcement

past Guard fishery conservation activities during the
ax included: boarding 1873 vessels (1,352 domestic,
1 foreign); issuing 70 citations (28 domestic, 42
reign); and initiating 81 penalty actions (37 domestic,
foreign). Fifteen foreign vessels were seized. By the
d of the year, five of the seizure cases had been
ceded, resulting in the payment of $1,002,500 in
nalties. Enforcement of domestic regulations, devel-
~ed by regional fishery management councils, required
percent of the Coast Guard's fisheries law enforce-
~nt effort. The increase in enforcement activities was
rticularly large in the Gulf of Mexico, with the
plementation of the shrimp fishery management plan.
In addition to its fisheries management respon-

~ilities, the Coast Guard enforced statutes regarding
urine mammals, endangered species, and marine sanc-
~ries. Conflicts between dishing groups, domestic or
reign, required considerable Coast Guard attention,
:luding on-scene intercessions and investigations and
tinaging fixed gear reporting systems.

Polar Class Icebreakers

Polar Class icebreaker operations continued to show en-
couragingresults. POLAR STAR broke the channel into
McMurdo Station in routine fashion, with tremendous
time savings. POLAR, SEA made an unprecedented
winter transit to Point .Barrow, Alaska, in February,
although mechanical difficulties not related to ice
conditions caused a disruption in planned operations.
POLAR STAR routinely completed a summer mission in
the western Arctic. Installation of rebuilt propeller con-
trol rods in 1982 should further enhance operational
reliability.

Arctic Marine Transportation System

The Coast Guaxd continued to monitor the development
of Arctic Alaskan and Canadian resources, which
strongly point toward year-round marine transportation
in the Arctic. Coast Guard membership in the Inter-
agency Arctic Policy Group continued, with significant
input provided to the Arctic marine transportation
policy paper.

Aids to Navigation

Tests of Loran-C radio navigation equipment on the St.
Marys River and in Delaware Bay demonstrated the in-
harbor capability of Loran-C for precision piloting dur-
ing periods of low visibility and when buoys are
submerged by ice. Simulator and precision tracking ex-
periments helped to produce a manual for the design of
visual aids to navigation systems. Work began that will
relate radar and Loran-C piloting systems to navigation,
aid selection and distribution. Comprehensive studies of
the needs of mariners at Galveston, on the Lower
Mississippi below Baton Rouge, and at Tampa were
nearly complete, with some navigation aid changes
already made. The buoy tender COWSLIP was repur-
chased as a replacement for the Cutter BLACKTHORN,
which sank after a collision in Tampa Bay. An aids to
navigation team was established in New York City, and
nine lighthouses were automated during the year.

The Coast Guaxd tested, received, and accepted the
solax power systems for six Florida Keys reef lights.
Solar photovoltaic power systems replaced submarine
cables on two New England lights. Development was
begun on a prototype navigation aid control and monitor
system to permit completion of the lighthouse unman-
ning program. A one year test of green buoys was com-
pleted. Public response was favorable to conversion to
green as port hand color when the International
Association of Lighthouse Authorities buoyage system
is adopted.
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Several other projects were started during the fiscal
year. The rewriting of the federal radionavigation plan
by an interagency navigation working group began dur-
ing 1981, with completion scheduled for 1982. Omega
radio navigation coverage and accuracy in the. North
Pacific was validated, while signal information was
collected for South Atlantic validation. Extensive
modernization of the Coast Guard's marine radiobeacon
system was begun, involving the replacement of
obsolete vacuum-tube equipment with solid-state
electronics.

Bridges

During fiscal year 1981, 181 permits and 31 drawbridge
regulations were issued. Pursuant to the Truman-Hobbs
Act, an Order to Alter was issued on the Burlington
Northern, Inc. railroad bridge across the Willamette
River in Portland, Oregon. Construction was completed
on the Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad bridge
across the Mississippi River at Hastings, Minnesota. A
study was completed entitled "Laboratory Model
Testing of Bridge Protective Systems and Devices."
During fiscal year 1981, two bridge permits were issued
under the International Bridge Act of 1972—one at
Pharr, Texas, across the Rio Grande River and one at
Madawaska, Maine, across the St. John River.

Commercial Vessel Safety

As a result of P.L. 96-594, the Vessel Documentation
Act of 1981, the Coast Guaxd initiated a revision of its
regulations pertaining to vessel documentation. The
revision updated and simplified the archaic language of
the regulations and eliminated unnecessary reporting
requirements, thereby reducing the burden on the
public.

The Coast Guard initiated regulations on ocean ther-
mal energy conversion (OTEC) facilities and plantships,
as a result of P.L. 96-320, the OTEC Act of 1980. These
regulations relate to specific provisions of the law in-
volvingbroad areas of marine environmental protection
and safety of life and property at sea.

The Coast Guard and the U.S. Geological Survey
signed a Memorandum of Understanding on December
18, 1980, which addressed the safety of activities and
facilities involved in the exploration, development, and
production of mineral resources on the outer continental
shelf. The understanding will avoid duplication of effort
and result in coordinated and less burdensome
regulations.

The Coast Guard and the National Transportatic
Safety Board (NTSB) signed a Memorandum of Unde
standing on September 28, 1981, which established tY
NTSB as the sole safety-oriented federal investigator
agency for maritime collisions between Coast Guai
vessels and non-public vessels that involve at least or
fatality or $75,000 in property damage. The Memora:
dum of Understanding also established provisions fc
the NTSB to act as the sole investigatory body for oth~
accidents that involve other public vessels or the Coa
Guard's performance of safety related functions (e.;
search and rescue, marine inspection, etc.).

The Coast Guard and the American Bureau of Shi
ping (ABS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding c
June 9, 1981, concerning plan review and inspection f~
new vessel construction. The Memorandum of Unde
standing provides for Coast Guard acceptance of AF
plan review and inspection of certain items on verse
under construction which are to be classed by ABS at
certificated by the Coast Guard. These items include ht
structure of conventional ships and barges, inert g.
systems, crude oil washing systems, and certain pipit
systems.

Through its participation in the Intergovernment
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO), the Coa
Guard was successful in negotiating a proposed IMC
resolution which recommended guidelines for esta
lishing vessel manning scales. This recommendation,
accepted by the IMCO Assembly, will provide a tool f
both developed and developing nations to use to coy
pare vessel manning scales.

Nearly 200 penalty appeals cases arising from t:
Cuban sealift operation of 1980 were processed at hea
quarters. The civil penalties resulted from a multitude
safety and pollution violations by vessels involved in t:
"freedom flotilla". Several hundred cases were st
pending at the Seventh District office in Miami a~
appeals of most of these were expected.

Recreational Boating Safety

The Coast Guard continued its efforts to reds
fatalities, injuries, and property damage among ~
fourteen million boats and sixty-three million peo
who go boating annually.

The Coast Guard has continued to encourage st;
governments to assume greater responsibility
boating safety through the development and enfor
ment of consistent regulations, supplemented by edu
tion and accident recovery programs. States and to
governments have been called upon to assume most
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Ater boating safety law enforcement functions, as
feral resources are applied elsewhere.
Fiscal year 1981 rulemaking efforts emphasized the

view of existing regulations to ensure that they were
ective and economically reasonable. All program
;ulations were reviewed by the boating industry, state
thorities, and affected public organizations, through
National Boating Safety Advisory Council, which

end that about five percent of the regulatory content
,s unnecessary or required modification.
During the year, the Coast Guard monitored 222

;all campaigns undertaken by manufacturers to cor-
:tpotential hazards or to modify boats which failed to
reply with applicable federal safety standards. These
npaigns affected a potential total of 530,995 boats.
eliminary tests conducted by an independent facility
der contract to the Coast Guard indicated that 80 of
3 types of production boats tested failed to meet one
more of the applicable federal standards.
The boating safety program was aided greatly by the

sport of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. During the year,
xiliary members, who are private citizens, conducted
ety courses for over 430,000 people and made courtesy
~minations of over 300,000 boats. The Auxiliary was
dited with saving 1,949 lives, assisting over 58,000
>ple, and saving many boats and other property.

aterways Management Program

e Puget Sound Vessel Traffic Service radar expan-
n project was completed in December 1980 and
;lared operational in February 1981.
The Inland Navigation Rules Act of 1980 (P.L.

-591) was signed into law on December 24, 1980. The
~ rules were to go into effect on all U.S, inland water-
ys on December 24, 1981, except for the Great Lakes,
ere an April 1, 1982, effective date was anticipated.
The port access route study mandated by the Ports

i Waterways Safety Act was completed. The results
m the Third, Seventh, and Eighth Coast Guard
tricts were published in the Federal Register. The
raining study areas were to be published by
1-1982.

its and Environmental Safety Program

study of the relationship of ship size to spill risk was
Zpleted, and full scale tug-tanker tests were con-
:ted in Puget Sound. These studies were to provide
critical quantitative data to support a decision on
ker size and operations within Puget Sound.

A deepwater port license was awarded to Texas Off-
shore Port, Inc. on September 21, 1981, after a detailed
license application review process which included
preparation of an environmental impact statement and
economic comparison with the Port of Galveston.

The Deepwater Port Liability Fund was activated in
Ma3~ 1981, with the start of crude oil transfer operations
at the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port (LOOP), the nation's
first operational deepwater port facility. A terrorist
response plan was developed for LOOP and a final
review of LOOP's operations manual was completed.

A $17 million escrow was achieved in September
1981 in the Offshore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund
activities, from fees collected from offshore industries
and outer continental shelf oil production.

The proposed ocean dumping surveillance system
was determined to be infeasible, based on comments
received from the electronics industry and other public
comment. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was
withdrawn on April 30, 1981.

Revised special interest vessel boarding procedures
were developed in response to National Security Council
guidance. These procedures will allow a more flexible
scheduling of boaxdings of communist country flag
vessels in the future.

Coast Guard User Fees

In March 1981, as part of the President's cost reduction
program, a legislative proposal authorizing the charging
of fees to the recipients of Coast Guard services was for-
waxded to the Congress. This proposal was being
redrawn following the solicitation of views from marine
industry and recreational boating representatives and a
modified proposal was to be submitted to Congress early
in 1982.

Cutter Construction and Maintenance
The first two cutters of the 270-foot Famous Class
(BEAR and TAMPA) were launched at Tacoma Boat-
building Co., ~~hich is building a total of four Famous
Class cutters. A contract to construct nine additional
270's was awarded to R. E. Derecktor Inc. of Rhode
Island. The contract award of about $350 million was
the largest ever made by the Coast Guard. Delivery of
the first cutter under this contract is expected in 1985.
The 140-foot icebreaking tug MORROW BAY was
delivered. New boat construction consisted of six 55-foot
aids to navigation boats and eleven 41-foot utility boats.
The contract drawings and specifications for a dual
draft icebreaker were completed. The renovation of four
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95-foot patrol boats was completed and Phase II of the
EAGLE renovation was started. Improvements in fleet
supply and maintenance logistics continued.

Shore Construction

Major shore projects completed during fiscal year 1981
included the Kodiak, Alaska, powerhouse addition; the
Charleston, South Carolina, pier; the Quillayute River,
Washington, station building; the Chetco River, Oregon,
bachelor enlisted quarters; and the relocation of Support
Center Seattle to Piers 36 and 37. Major shore construc-
tion which was begun or continued included: the New
York, New York, bachelor enlisted quarters and
bachelor officers quarters; the Cape May, New Jersey,
logistics support services building; and the Yaquina Bay,
Oregon, station expansion.

Marine environmental protection procurements in-
cluded replacement of mobile command posts for the na-
tional strike force and the air deliverable anti-pollution
transfer system prime mover, which provides hydraulic
power to portable equipment. Delivery of a submersible
system for the pumping of chemicals from stricken
vessels was completed.

Aircraft Procurement and Improvement

Final certification of the Medium Range Surveillance
Aircraft (HU-25A) ATF3-6 engine at a thrust level to
meet contract requirements was issued. Delivery of the
first fully certified HU-25A was expected in November
1981.

Color multi-function radar systems, AN/APN-215
(~, were installed in all six Alaskan HH-3F helicopters
by Coast Guard Aircraft Repair and Supply Center field
teams. The Collins test set (CTS-81), which will permit
testing of the avionics on both the HU-25A and the
HH-65A helicopter, was completed. Asole-source con-
tract was awarded to Lockheed-Georgia Co., to develop
the necessary engineering change proposals for the
start of a C-130 improvement program in fiscal year
1983.

Research and Development

Several Coast Guard research and development projects
focused on marine pollution, including projects to
develop hazardous chemical response equipment and
procedures and techniques to prevent or reduce the
discharge of hazardous substances from stricken
vessels. Other projects addressed reduction in damage
to the environment and the cargo itself and collecting

better information for response and evacuatic
strategies.

Other research and development projects explorE
aspects of maxine safety. Essentially completed was t~
development of a comprehensive marine safety inform
tion system for recording merchant vessel inspection
and boardings, as well as the design characteristics
virtually every type of merchant vessel. Efforts co'
tinued in the assessment and demonstration of a
weather precision navigation systems and the develo~
ment of simulator techniques to assist in buoy desig
and performance evaluation.

Procedures and systems were being developed
improve search and rescue effectiveness. For instance,
forward looking infrared sensor, while still undergoir
evaluation, allowed a Coast Guard helicopter crew i
spot two survivors in a small boat, possibly saving the
lives. Plans and equipment were readied to evaluate t~
search and rescue satellite scheduled for launch in ear
spring 1982. In an evaluation of "biological sensors'
search and rescue units found that using pigeons f~
spotting targets improves search effectiveness.

Certain research projects were pursuing solutioi
for several Coast Guard missions concurrently. The:
"multi-mission" efforts included—lighter-than-a
patrol aircraft, advanced marine vehicles, command ar.
control systems, energy saving technology application
shore-based VHF-FM direction finding, an
assessments and forecasts of technological trends.

Coast Guard Reserve

During fiscal year 1981, the Coast Guard Reserve co
tinued to emphasize improved mobilization readines
Strength and training requirements were validated ;
mobilization plans were rewritten at all levels to refle
the latest wartime assignments. This intensive plannir
activity fostered a close working relationship betweE
.active duty and reserve personnel. A formal mobiliz
tion exercise program. was established in the middle
the year to test these plans and the personnel who w
carry them out. During fiscal year 1980, 400 Coa:
Guard reservists participated in six exercises natio:
wide. Under the new program, participation increasf
to 1,150 reservists and 300 active duty personnel in 7
exercises during fiscal year 1981. Plans for fiscal yep
1982 and beyond call for a minimum of 13 exercises i~
volving 2,900 reservists and many of their active dui
counterparts..

During fiscal year 1981, the Coast Guard Reser~
was consistently at or above its authorized strength ~
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1,?Q0, allowing a focus on improvements in individual
ualificatians to match specific mobilization needs.
.ugmentation of active duty commands continued to be
vital part of the mobilization training program, with
creased emphasis on those areas directly related to

~artime mission requirements.

[ilitary Readiness

oast Guard forces represent a significant percentage
the total forces dedicated to the task of sea control

Zd to the security of our ports and harbors during
Military deployments. During the year, the Coast Guard
~ntinued its participation in the Defense Department's
~mmand post exercise and its worldwide military com-
.and and control system. In addition, 44 Coast Guard
fitter crews underwent refresher training at Navy
~aining facilities; and 13 Coast Guard high endurance
fitters engaged in joint operations with other naval
~rces during fleet exercises. The highlight of the year's
int operations was the Coast Guard's participation in
cean VenturelOcean Safari '81 and Unitas XXII, the
rgest allied deployment since World Wax II.

reorganizations

month reporting period. Through increased communica-
tion between individual officers and their supervisors,
and the use of a highly structured appraisal report
narrative, the system will provide more descriptive per-
formance information for personnel management deci-
sions. The new system was scheduled for implementa-
tion on January 1, 1982.

Training and Education

The administrative efficiency of the Coast Guard's train-
ing system was significantly improved by automating
the maintenance and production of Class "A" School
waiting lists. The up-to-date information provided by
this system has enhanced the Coast Guard's ability to
manage its nonrated enlisted personnel systems.

Recruiting

Minority enlistments were 19.7 percent, while the goal
was 18 percent. This was the highest minority enlist-
ment rate ever. The good recruiting climate also gave
the Coast Guaxd the opportunity to raise standards for
enlistment, which will aid significantly in improving the
quality of recruits.

. new Office of Command, Control and Communications
~as established on May 20, 1981, through the consolida-
on of telecommunications, electronics engineering, and
formation technology activities at Coast Guard Head-
aarters. This action, taken in the general spirit of the
aperwork Reduction Act of 1980, improved the Coast
uaxd's capability to use the latest information manage-
~ent technology while maintaining support far tradi-
onal systems and performance requirements.

:ealth Services

he Coast Guard's health services support program has
~t been adversely affected by the closure of Public
ealth Service hospitals and clinics. Although the
osures will require a 15 percent shift in total Coast
ward health care workload, the availability of care from
ternative sources will minimize the impact.

fficer Performance Management System

he Coast Guard has undertaken a major revision of its
'ficer fitness reporting system. The new system, called
~e officer performance management system, combines
;rfarmance appraisal with officer development,
Trough the use of two separate though mutually sup-
~rting forms used at different times during the six

Enlisted Personnel

The emphasis that the Coast Guaxd has placed on the
"quality of life" for its people has begun to pay
dividends in the form of higher retention rates for
enlisted personnel. Reenlistment rates for the twelve-
month period ending July 31, 1981, were 42 percent for
first term reenlistees and 87 percent for subsequent
reenlistees. However, it will be necessary to sustain
these high retention rates aver the next three years in
order to rebuild the number of experienced petty of-
~cers to acceptable levels.

Fiscal year 1981 saw the continuation of a
lengthening-af-tours project begun in fiscal year 1980.
During the year, the standard sea tour was increased
from two years to three years on two additional classes
of cutters, bringing the total number of ships with three-
yeartour lengths to 119. The ultimate goal of a standard
4-year shore tour for all personnel E-6 and above was
also announced.

Civil Rights

Military. During fiscal year 1981, a greater em-
phasis was placed on resolving complaints via the
military chain of command and emphasizing a "home
ownership" of the civil rights program at the district
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and unit levels. The Military Civil Rights Manual was
revised to support this new emphasis. A policy and a
training program were developed for field units to deal
with the problem of sexual harassment. New internal
procedures for formal investigations of complaints were
expected to cut the length of investigations by at least
one-half. There were four formal complaints of
discrimination received during the year. This was down
50 percent from recent years and was attributed to more
experienced Meld counselors and efforts by field com-
manders to resolve problems at the unit level. On
September 30, 1981, there were two active cases and
three cases at the hearing stage (of which one was from
a previous year).

Civilian. During fiscal year 1981, four in-depth
evaluations of district and headquarters unit civilian
equal employment opportunity programs were con-

ducted. Two others were canceled due to a reduction
travel funds.

The Coast Guard affirmative action progr~
resulted in the placement of 67 minorities and females
121 targeted vacancies. The placement rate was 5€
percent, up 10 percent from the previous year. Aff
mative active program plans were automatf
significantly reducing paperwork.

Special attention was given to the promotion of t
Hispanic employment program, including an Acade~
orientation visit for high school counselors frc
predominantly Hispanic areas of Miami and New Yoe

At the beginning of fiscal year 1981, the Coy
Guard had 40 active civilian equal employment opp~
tunity complaints on hand. During the year, 1? ad
tional complaints were filed and twenty-nine cases wE
closed, leaving 28 active civilian complaints
September 30, 1981.



determined that their costs outweighed their benefits;
others were withdrawn in order to develop proposals
that were less complex and less burdensome.

■ ■e era v~at~on
■ ■ ■m~n~strat~on

e basic mission of the Federal Aviation Administra-
n (FAA) is to promote aviation safety, operate and
.intain a common system of air navigation and air
~ffic control for civil and military aviation, and foster
growth of civil aeronautics both at home and abroad.

~iation Safety

The Safety Record. Based on safety figures compiled
i issued on a calendar year basis by the National
Lnsportation Safety Board (NTSB), 1980 was the
est year in history for U.S. certificated route and sup-
mental airlines. Scheduled jet transport passenger
gyrations enjoyed a perfect year; not a single scheduled
ine jet was involved in a fatal crash during 1980.Only
scheduled air carrier aircraft, atwin-engine turbo
p, was lost in a fatal crash, killing 13 people onboard.
s was the lowest number of fatalities in scheduled and
plementa.l U.S. air carrier operations since 1927,
~n the keeping of air carrier safety statistics began.
~. supplemental air carriers in passenger operations
~rded their tenth consecutive year without a fatal acci-
.t. U.S. certificated route air carriers in scheduled in-
lational passenger service experienced their sixth
r in the last ten without a fatal accident.
Commuter airlines recorded five-year lows in acci-
t totals and rates. General aviation had a mixed year.
: number of accidents dropped below the 4,000 mark
the first time in 20 years, but this was because
eral aviation activity decreased, since both the acci-
t and fatal accident rates rose slightly.

Regulactory Actions: FAA took the following
i~ficant regulatory actions during fiscal year 1981:

Withdrew six notices of proposed rulemaking. Some
he proposed rules were withdrawn after the agency

• Issued a new federal aviation regulation, FAR, Part
125, which established a .uniform set of certification and
operating rules for large airplanes capable of carrying
20 or more passengers or a maximum payload of 6,000
pounds ar more and used for any purpose other than
common carriage. The new rule significantly upgraded
the level of safety required of such airplanes.

• Established special rules for the storage aboard air-
craft of flexible canes used by blind passengers. The
rules prescribed methods for storing the canes safely
within reach of blind passengers and required certificate
holders to make available to the public their procedures
relating to the carriage of passengers who might need
assistance during an evacuation.

• Issued a new rule permitting the issuance of special
export certificates of airworthiness for restricted cate-
gory aircraft. An exporter may now obtain a certificate
for such an aircraft under the same rules that apply to air-
craft with standard airworthiness certificates, thereby
facilitating foreign sale demonstration tours and enhanc-
ing the potential for increased sales aboard.

Civil Aviation Security. During fiscal year 1981,
five U.S. air carrier and one U.S. general aviation air-
craft were hijacked, compared to 22 air carrier and one
general aviation aircraft during the previous fiscal
year—a decrease of 74 percent. In large measure, the
decrease reflected the fact that the cycle of hijackings by
Cuban refugees seeking to return to Cuba, a feature of
hijackings during fiscal year 1980, had pretty well run
its course.

On September 11,1981, a new regulation (FAR, Part
108), restructuring airline security requirements, went
into effect. The rule levied airline security requirements
according to the perceived threat to which different
types of operations and sizes of aircraft are exposed and
established security safeguards appropriate to the
vaxious types of commercial passenger operations.

In another development, agovernment-industry
task force developed a new concept for the deployment
of law enforcement officers at airports that took into
consideration the total persons screened, the criticality
of the airport, and the perceived threat. The concept
requires the identification of multilevel safeguards ap-
propriate to the various categories of airports, permits
the modification of airport and airline security programs
upon FAA approval, provides for the strengthening of
screening points by adding security supervisors and
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special communications equipment, and provides flex-
ibility in the provision of police support. Implementing
this program could result in annual cost savings in
excess of $45 million.

Other Safety Developments. Other significant
safety developments included:

• A decision by a Presidential task force on aircraft
crew complement, handed down in July, that the
DC-9-80 had been appropriately type-certificated by the
FAA and that it could be flown safely by a cockpit crew
of two pilots.

• The holding of six workshops to establish, with the
aviation community, a common perspective on human-
factor problems. From the issues and recommendations
presented at the workshops, FA.A was developing re-
quirements for future human factors research.

• Reaching a temporary agreement with the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) on qualification stand-
ards for visual acuity and color vision for applicants for
initial employment as air traffic controllers. Under the
agreement, air traffic control applicants not meeting
OPM visual acuity and color vision standards will have
their medical clearances suspended pending determina-
tion of medical standards; meanwhile, OPM will no
longer block certificates of otherwise eligible can-
didates. In a second agreement, OPM assigned an in-
dustrial psychologist to perform a job analysis with
respect to color vision on each subvocation in the air
traffic control series. The analysis should yield sufficient
information to develop a comprehensive standard.

• The continuation of research and development on an
antimisting kerosene fuel additive that inhibits the for-
mation of ahighly flammable fuel mist during an impact-
survivable crash. This research is of great significance,
given the fact that fuel-fed fires account for about 30
percent of the fatalities in U.S. turbine-powered
transport aircraft.

• Issuing a final general notice ending the special in-
spection required for Reynolds Metals aluminum plate
produced prior to November 7, 1980. In May 1979, a
Fokker Company workman in Holland discovered a soft
spot in aluminum plate manufactured by Reynolds,
which meant that Reynolds plate was understrength.
Word of the soft spot spread rapidly, and FAA, NASA,
and the Defense Department established a special
engineering task group to act as the focal point between
Reynolds and interested federal agencies. In August
1979, FAA issued a general notice setting forth an in-
spection program to be conducted by FAA production-

approval holders and their suppliers until Reyno
could correct the problems. Early in fiscal year 19.
Reynolds determined that the problem was in a fau
heat-treat line, and the joint task group was disbanc
in December 1980.

Air Navigation and Air Traffic Control

The PATCO Strike. The fiscal yeax opened with
Professional Air Traffic Controller Organization
FAA preparing to renegotiate their labor agreemE
which was due to expire on March 15, 1981. The un
submitted its bargaining proposals to FA.A in e~
January 1981, and negotiations began the follow
month. Negotiations continued until June 22, whe:
tentative agreement was reached. Although the unia
president approved the agreement and called it fair
equitable, he and PATCO's other national offic
advised the union's members to reject it, which they c
The final count, showing approximately 95 percent
the members opposed to the contract, was completed
July 28; on Friday, July 31, at a press conferencE
Washington, the union announced that a nationw
controller's strike would begin on Monday, August
unless the government met PATCO's demands.

A round of meetings over the weekend wit]
federal mediator followed. The union rejected the fi
concessions the government was willing to make,
the strike began with the morning shift on August
Later that morning, President Reagan, appearing
national television, ordered the strikers to return
work. He reminded them that they had taken an o
not to strike against the government and gave them
hours, or until Wednesday, August 5, to return to t~
jobs or be fired. The President's ultimatum was igno
by 11,438 strikers, and they were fired by FAA.

Meanwhile, on August 3, FAA had put in efJ
Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR) 44.
SFAR, which was amended on September 2 and ag
on September 29, instituted an ATC interim operati
plan. Under this plan, FA.A used "flow control" ~
cedures that enabled a reduced controller work fog
made up of supervisors, qualified nonunion employ
nonstriking controllers, and military controllers,
move air traffic in an orderly fashion. The SF
authorized FAA to (1) restrict, prohibit, or permit V
or IFR operations at any airport, terminal control a~
or other terminal and in any en route airspace; (2) €
priority at any airport to a specified class of emerge
or military flights; and (3) reduce flights on a pro Y
basis among air carriers, commercial operators,
general aviation aircraft.
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Traffic was reduced by matching demand to capacity
Z2 selected terminal facilities during peak hours. This
turn reduced the air traffic demand at the associated
route traffic control centers. Air carriers and air taxi

gyrators were allowed to select which of their flights
re to be canceled in order to meet the objectives of the
n. A general aviation reservation program was also
eloped and went into operation in October 1981.
Traffic during the post-strike period hovered at

Fund 75 percent of normal, and was being handled, at
close of the fiscal year, by 10,600 controllers. Of
se, 9,600 were civilian controllers and 1,000 were
itary controllers on loan from the Department of
Tense. Of the 9,600 civilian controllers, 3,000 were
m supervisors, 5,700 developmental and journeymen
strollers, and 900 recent appointees, reactivated
ent retirees, and flight service specialists with con-
ller experience. A program to bring the force up to
strength was begun immediately after the strike,
h the first trainees beginning classes at the FAA
~demy, at Oklahoma City, in August. Meanwhile, the
ice of Personnel Management was deluged by more
n 125,040 applicants to take the air traffic controller
ranee examination.

Managing the Airspace. The air traffic control
item in the contiguous 48 states has as one of its
tinguishing features blocks of controlled airspace
Fund and above the busiest air carrier terminals in the
entry. These blocks are known as terminal contxol
as (TCAs). Established to reduce the potential for
lair collisions in areas of dense traffic, the TCAs pro-
e room for climb and descent maneuvering and vec-
ing of high performance jets. Of the 44 additional
As once projected, only 14 remained under consider-
~n, and only two had been proposed in a notice pub-
~ed in the Federrxl Register. However, since the whole
eject of TCAs and terminal safety was under con-
~ration as part of the agency's ongoing national
space review, further action was suspended, pending
Zpletion of a review of all the remaining TCA can-
ate locations and expansion sites, including the two
posed earlier in the Federal Register.

Operational Rulemaking. In addition to the
►Iication of SFAR, 44 and its two amendments, FAA
k the following operational rulemaking actions
ing the period:
Published a notice of proposed rulemaking
~blishing rules governing the operation of hang
lers and other ultra-light vehicles. The object was to
tect persons and property on the ground and prevent
isions in the air with other aircraft.

• Added a new section to FAR, Part 91 providing that
FA.A Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS) were thenceforward
to be used a,~ an authorized means of advising pilots and
aircraft operators of the issuance of emergency rules and
regulations needed to ensure FA.A's ability to operate the
air traffic control system on an emergency basis. The ob-
ject was to use the NOTAMS to provide a timely means
for communicating immediately effective rules prior to
their being published in the Federal Register.
• Issued a notice proposing the reorganization and
realignment of general operating and flight rules to
make them more understandable and easier to use. This
was done to conform with the President's regulatory
reform program.

Modernizing the Flight Service Station System. FA.A
moved ahead during the period with its plan to replace
its 317 out-af-date and highly labor-intensive flight serv-
ice stations by an automated 61-station flight service
system. In September 1981, following the design cer-
ti~ication of the flight service station computer system,
FAA awarded a contract for 16 model-1 systems and 23
model-2 systems to be installed over the next seven
years. The model-1 systems, to be installed first, will
provide flight service specialists with alphanumeric
displays and permit them to interrogate the computer
and enter flight plans with the keyboaxd. The model-2
systems, to be established several years later, will have
graphics, weather radar, and pilot direct access
capabilities.

En Route and Terminal Automation. In its efforts
to enhance the automation of the national air space en
route system still further, FAA:
• Commissioned the last of its direct access radar chan-
nel (DARC) subsystems at x1120 of its domestic air route
traffic control centers. The new computers provide a
radar data processing system to back up the primary en
route computer. DARC operates in a standby mode and
can be switched on instantaneously in the event of
malfunction or shutdown of a center's primary com-
puter system.
• Added two major functions to the en route system's
software capabilities—en route minimum safe altitude
warning, and en route arrival metering. The minimum
safe altitude warning function provides an alert on the
controller's display when an aircraft's altitude readout
indicates the aircraft is at an unsafe altitude. The arrival
metering function provides the controller with computer
advisories to help in managing the flaw of traffic into
congested terminal areas, thereby saving fiiel and
reducing traffic congestion.
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In the terminal automation area, FAA:

• Commissioned the New York ARTS IIIA terminal
radar approach control facility. The system will initially

process surveillance inputs from two radar beacon sen-

sors and provide traffic control for the three major air-

ports in the New York metropolitan area. Eventually, it

will be expanded to handle inputs from four radar

beacon sensors and to control traffic into and out of

additional airports in the area.

• Established 11 more ARTS II facilities, bringing the

total number of ARTS II's in the air traffic control

system to 75, all of them at airports with light to

medium traffic.

• Upgraded the ARTS III computer systems at 281oca-

tions to the ARTS IIIA configuration, as an essential step

towaxd achieving full ARTS IIIA software capability in

1982. This will enable the system to track aircraft that

are not equipped with beacon transponders and will im-

prove the reliability and availability of the. system.

Airport Development

Development of an effective national airport system is

an important part of the agency's mission. In discharg-

ing its airport responsibility during the year, FAA:

• Obligated $450.4 million under the airport develop-

ment aid program for 622 new airport planning and

development grants and for increases to grants issued in

previous years. Airports serving air carriers were

awarded 418 grants totaling over $385.? million, in-

cluding 50 grants for approximately $19.3 million for

commuter airports. The remaining 204 grants, totaling

$64.? million, were for airports that primarily serve

general aviation aircraft, including 41 grants, totaling

$22.5 million, which went to reliever airports.

• .Updated the national airport system plan for the

period 1981-1990. The plan identified airport develop-

mentneeds for this 10-year period totaling $13.5 billion.

• Issued a final report on the national runway friction

measurement program. Friction measurements were

taken on 491 instrument landing system equipped run-

ways at 268 airports in the contiguous 48 states. On the

basis of these. measurements, the report established that

the Mu-Meter, a friction measuring device, provided an

effective way of measuring the friction characteristics of

airport pavements and of determining the corrective

action needed to ensure non-skid runway surfaces.

• Initiated technical studies within the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service to assist airports in controlling birds

and other wildlife that pose hazards to aircraft opera-

tion. Special emphasis was placed on controlling the

birds that are most frequently ingested into aircra
engines, causing .aircraft power loss.

International Aviation

As part of its responsibility to encourage and foster cis
aeronautics and air commerce at home and abroad, FA
engages in a variety of international civil aviati~

activities. Among the more important of these is pa
ticipation in conferences and meetings sponsored by t'
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), t]
principal forum in which international civil aviati~

standards are developed.

During the fiscal year, FAA:

• Participated in more than 50 ICAO meetings, rar,
ing from informal study group sessions consideri~

radio frequency interference to the assembly of

member countries, which sets ICAO policy.

• Continued to provide reimbursable technic

assistance to foreign countries seeking to improve the

air transportation systems.

• Strengthened its liaison activities with foreign av
tion officials and representatives of the internatior

aviation community. These contacts were of particul

value during the period of the PATCO strike.

Environmental Protection

Protection of the environment has been a basic F.

responsibility since its establishment. In the implem

tation of this responsibility, FAA:

• Issued a final rule requiring foreign aircr

operators to comply with the same U.S. noise standa

imposed on domestic operators. The rule requires t

all foreign aircraft operators flying subsonic jet airci

of 75,000 pounds gross weight and over be in complia

with U.S. noise standards by January 1, 1985, as a c

dition for landing at or departing from a U.S. airpo

• E stablished a voluntary noise-compatibility progi

for airport operators under FAR, Part 150 and the A~

tion Safety and Noise Abatement Act. The program

standard systems for measuring airport noise and its

pact on people and identified compatible land uses

various levels of noise.

Administration

Regional Consolidation. Effective at the end of

fiscal year, FA.A reduced the number of its regions f~

11 to 9, to make better use of limited resources,

overhead staffing, and increase productivity. The ~
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;ional can~guration was achieved by consolidating
: Pacific Region with the Western Region (renamed
Western-Pacific Region, with headquarters in Los
geles) and the Rocky Mountain Region with the
rthwest Region ,(renamed the Northwest Mountain
pion, with headquarters in Seattle). In addition, the
ponsibility for North Dakota and South Dakota,
~viously in the Rocky Mountain Region, was trans-
red to the Great Lakes Region. The consolidation was
~ected to eliminate 156 positions and save an
imated $6.4 million annually.

Personnel and Training. The agency was deeply
olved in two personnel developments during fiscal
,r 1981: the PATCO strike and personnel cuts. Im-
~iately following the PATCO strike, FA.A began an
traffic recovery program, which included an inten-
hiring effort to augment the controller staff. By

Member 30,1981, aver 250 recently retired FAA con-
.lers were returned to duty, and 1,300 other persons
lifted to play a support role at the centers and towers
•e hired.
Between March 31 and July 31, FAA had a dotal of

. personnel separations, of which 170 were by
uction-in-force (RIF). A total of 168 demotions were
cessed as a result of the RIF.
In the training area, FAA continued its implementa-
i of the computer-based instruction system. In this
;e scale test and evaluation program, the effort was
un to convert nine airway facilities electronic techni-
i courses to the computer format for delivery at
ping centers in 30 airway facility sector offices and
FAA Academy. Significant savings in travel, per
n, student, and instructor time and improved in-
iction were expected with the adoption of this new
:em.
FA.A also developed, validated, and put into use early
ze fiscal year two new job-related tests for screening
~raffic control job applicants. One test, the Multiplex
troller Aptitude Test, teaches applicants a simplified
pion of the rules of air traffic control, presents a
ure of simulated traffic crossing a controller's
play, and measures how well the applicant controls
fic in atime-stress situation. For those applicants
i prior experience in aviation, a test was developed
Leasure their experience and knowledge in the field.
h tests were administered to approximately 125,000
:roller applicants following the PATCO strike.

Lacbor Relations. In addition to the negotiations
1 PATCO, which ended with the August 3 walkout,
carried on negotiations during the year with the

Tonal Association of Air Traffic Specialists

(NAATS), which represents FAA's approximately 3,800
flight service specialists. In February 1981, it reached a
tentative accord with NAATS on a new three-year labor
agreement. However, the union ratification committee
refused to ratify the agreement, whereupon FA.A
agreed to consider new proposals when the union was
ready to make them. The proposal came in due course
and the parties agreed to go back to the bargaining table
in October.

FAA had meanwhile been waiting for a resolution of
the issue between the Professional Airway Systems
Specialists (PASS) and the Federal Aviation Science
and Technology Association (FASTA), as to which of the
two unions would become sole bargaining represen-
tative for FAA's 8,600 electronic technicians. Each had
petitioned the Federal Labor Relations Authority
(FLRA) for such recognition, and the FLRA had con-
ducted anationwide election in July to decide the issue.
PASS won the election, only to have FASTA file an
objection with the FLRA regional office, claiming the
election had not been properly conducted. The regional
FLRA Office dismissed the objection as being without
merit, but FASTA still had the right to appeal the
dismissal to the FLRA itself.

Occupational Health. FAA's Office of Aviation
Medicine was deeply involved during the period in deal-
ingwith problems of controller health. It worked closely
with the Office of Personnel Management to assure
future consistency in health evaluation standards for the
initial employment and disability retirement of con-
trollers; established an effective working relationship
with the Office of Workmen's Compensation Program of
the Department of Labor in the handling of claims alleg-
ing work-related disabilities by FA.A employees; and set
up a review by FAA physicians of all health disqualifica-
tions based on alleged pychiatric and psychological
disorders among air traffic controllers.

Management. FAA initiated a new automated
property system that controls $1.5 billion of assets. The
system places FAA ahead of other federal civilian
agencies in property management and enables FAA to
meet various legal, regulatory, and management recom-
mendations, policies, and standards. Special
characteristics of the system include: use of standard
source documents; data entry through cathode ray tube
terminals; automated data entry edits; suspense file for
matching physical and financial aspects of transactions;
automated record changes; data entry control based on
identification and need; and standard data elements,
codes, programs, and reports.
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The implementation of two FA.A-developed com-
puterizedmanagement systems—the personnel manage-
ment information system and the uniform payroll
system—was completed on schedule during the period.
In addition, the functional design of a uniform account-
ing system, under development by FAA, was completed
and approved by the Information Systems Review
Committee.

In activities related to the PATCO strike, FAA:

~ Took action to have absence-without-leave charges
automatically generated by the computerized uniform
payroll system for all air traffic controllers who failed to
report for work.
• Initiated action to allow air traffic supervisors to be
paid for overtime while performing duties covered by
the Fair Labor Standard Act.
• Identified and initiated recovery actions against
3,098 former air traffic controllers who owed FAA a

total of $4,786,207 as a result of advances on annual a
sick leave, outstanding travel advances, and brok
service agreements.

Civil Rights. FAA conducted 125 compliar
reviews of airport sponsors under Title VI of the Ci
Rights Act of 1964 and 49 CFR Part 21. The agency a
gave approval to 70 minority business. enterprise p:
grams required by 49 CFR Part 23. In all, FAA awaxd
contracts totaling $52.5 million to minority businE
enterprises, representing 10.3 percent of all contra
awarded by the agency during the fiscal year.

FAA employment decreased by nearly 13,000 duri
fiscal 1981, with the bulk of the decrease accounted for
the firing of 11,400 striking air traffic controlle
however, minority employment as a percentage of i
total work force rose from 11.7 percent to 13.2 perce
while female employment rose from 14.4 percent to 1
percent.



proposed legislation eliminated or phased out a number
of sepaxate categorical programs, while increasing the
flexibility with which states can use available federal
funding.

Fe era ~ wa
A m~n~strat~on

e federal-aid highway program is a grant program
~,t provides funds to the states for use in construction,
;onstruction, and management of the nation's street
d highway systems. It is designed to meet specific ob-
:tives which contribute to the improvement of our
entry's transportation services.
During fiscal year 1981, federal-aid highway obliga-

ns (with certain exceptions) were limited by law to
.75 billion, the highest annual level to date, with each
.te receiving a proportional share of the funds for its
n use. Substantial gains were made in several major
;hway areas. This chapter highlights some of the
nificant activities and accomplishments of the
deral Highway Administration (FHWA) in caxrying
the federal-aid highway program during the year.

gislative Initiatives

e Department of Transportation submitted a pro-
>ed highway bill to Congress on March 17, 1981, that
~vided for afederal-aid highway program structured
such a way that it could be financed within acceptable
iget levels and yet achieve national goals and in-
ests. The extent of federal involvement in the pro-
~m was carefully analyzed in reaching program deci-
zs reflected in this legislation. Completion of the in-
state system and the preservation of this system was
en the highest federal priority. The primary system is
~ of national significance and would continue to
eive high levels of federal funding. There is a high na-
ial interest in reducing the safety problem presented
deficient and obsolete bridges. Therefore, the bridge
gram remained as a separate program. However, the
WA maintained that state and local governments
uld have the principal responsibility for highway
terns which are not of national significance. Thus, the

Interstate Program

The interstate system construction program celebrated
its 25th anniversary in 1981. The latest summary in-
dicated that 94.9 percent of the 42,500-mile national
system was in use. Five hundred and one miles were
opened to traffic during 1981 and another 751 miles
were under construction. Remaining were 1,382 miles,
classified as gaps, not yet under construction. Obliga-
tions of federal funds and interstate construction totaled
about $3.7 billion in 1981. Obligations for interstate
resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation during the
year totaled about $250 million, far below needs.

Under the interstate withdrawal and substitution
program, withdrawals of previously designated inter-
state segments were approved in six states. These
withdrawals reduced the remaining amount of uncom-
pleted interstate mileage, and the localities involved
received entitlement to equivalent substitute funds for
use on other highway and transit projects.

Highway System Management

Efforts were made throughout the year to promote
policies and procedures aimed at reducing highway con-
struction costs. Along with promotion of cost-cutting
procedures, a directive was issued that identified a
number of areas where the potential for cost reduction
was significant.

Accordingly, during the year, a significant number of
cost-cutting procedures were adopted by the state
highway agencies in project design and on projects under
construction. In addition, more states were using formal
value engineering techniques, 33 in design and 32 in con-
struction. Also, 42 states were including a price adjust-
ment clause for asphalt in their construction contracts.

Assistance was provided to states and federal agen-
cies on geotechnical aspects of highway design and con-
struction. Modern numerical methods, such as static pile
analysis, wave equation analysis, and slope stability, pra-
duced documented savings in excess of $20 million. Par-
ticular emphasis was placed on expensive and complex
projects such as the Westside Highway project in New
York.

Innovative design and construction methods were
recommended in lieu of standard practices on over 40
projects. Recommended designs involving engineering
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fabrics, stone columns, permanent anchors, and earth

reinforcement produced savings in excess of $10 million

in addition to reducing right-of-way taking, decreasing

construction time, and conserving raw materials. A sav-

ings of over $170 million was realized through a restudy

of the proposed design of the Century Freeway in Los

Angeles, California.

FHWA also provided assistance to state agencies to
help them make better pavement decisions. Pavement
management became increasingly important as pave-
ment systems approached the end of their service lives
at the same time as highway agencies were faced with
declining revenues. Also contributing to the problem
were escalating costs and inflationary pressures, energy
and resource conservation needs, and the trend toward
increasing vehicle axle weights. This continuing activity
took many forms and, during 1981, was as varied as
assisting states in initiating pavement management im-
provement programs; commencing a long term pave-
ment performance monitoring pilot program in seven
states; and providing technical training to about 1,000
engineers and technicians in pavement rehabilitation
techniques or pavement management principles.

The FHWA has emphasized more efficient use of the
existing transportation system for the movement of peo-
ple and goods, primarily through low-cost improvements
such as better coordination of traffic signals, carpool and
vanpool projects, and other transportation system
management approaches. Transportation system
management attempts to achieve several objectives—im-
prove highway system performance, maximize the return
on economic investment, reduce gasoline consumption,
improve air quality, and maintain personal mobility.

The national signal timing optimization project was
undertaken by FHWA during 1980 to promote one of
the most cost- effective means of improving motor vehi-
cle transportation. Based on results from signal retim-
ing at 520 intersections in 11 cities, it was found that ap-
proximately 12 gallons of fuel per yeax were being saved
for each project dollar invested. In view of these
favorable results, the program was being vigorously
promoted by FHWA, including distribution of computer
programs and a user's manual, as well as through an
agency-conducted training course.

In an attempt to stimulate state and local implemen-
tation of transportation system management projects,
the Department selected 3? projects under a $10 million
discretionary grant program. For each $1 of discre-
tionaryfunds, the state or local sponsor must commit an
additional $2 in other federal, state, or local funds to the
project. Among the wide range of techniques being

implemented were preferential lanes and priority trey
ments for high occupancy vehicles on freeways a
arterials, variable work schedule programs, transit sei
ice brokers, and tr~c signal improvement program

One of the most successful means of increasing tray
portation efficiency is ridesharing, simply increasing t
average number of people in each vehicle. In fiscal yE
1981, the Department encouraged the establishment
ridesharing programs by states and the private sect
through a coordinated program of $8 million in disc:
tionary grants to over 40 innovative projects, throu
training workshops for state and local ridesharing prof
sionals, and through private employer seminars.

Highway and Motor Carrier Safety

The safety-related activities of FHWA include a w
range of educational, promotional, regulatory, insp
tion, and law enforcement activities, as well as p
grams which provide funds to the states for highv~
safety improvements. Characteristic of t
achievements in these areas was the initiation of appr~
imately 1,600 hazard-elimination projects. Appr
imately 4,000 projects to improve safety at rail-highv~
grade crossings also were initiated during the ye
These hazard-elimination and railcrossing projects w~
expected to make a substantial contribution to reduc
fatal accidents. In another safety-related progr~
nearly 900 projects were initiated to improve pavem
marking on 79,000 miles of roadway. The total amo~
of federal funds obligated for safety construct
activities during the year was $431.3 million.

The number of roadside .examinations of vehic
and their drivers conducted by the motor carrier saf
field staff increased to approximately 40,000 in 1981,
the 40,000 vehicles inspected, 11,500, or 30 percE

were placed out of service on the spot as being too ~

ardour to operate on the public highways. Twelve ~
cent of the drivers were also placed out of service
result of serious violations of the federal motor ca~r~

safety regulations.

The motor carrier safety field staff also perfor~
4,600 safety management audits at the facilities
carriers and shippers of hazardous materials. Of
total, ?00 were shippers and carriers of hazarc
waste.

As a result of their inspection and audit activii
the field staff prepared 1,500 case reports during fi
year 1981, covering violations of the federal m•
carrier safety regulations and the hazardous mate
regulations. In some cases, carriers and ship
received monetary penalties for knowingly and willf
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lating the regulations. During fiscal year 1981, civil
~ criminal penalties collected from violators
.ounted to approximately $830,000.

FHWA's motor carrier safety research and develop-
ntprogram continued to make valuable contributions
highway safety. Research and development projects
.t were completed during fiscal year 1981 included: an
~lysis of the operational use of variable load axles; an
essment of the economic impact and cost-benefit
~,tionships of possible hours of service alternatives;
i a test of the use of internal caxrier forms or
hographs to record drivers' hours of service.
The year 1981 was the third year of the sta,te-
~rated commercial motor carrier safety inspection
l weighing demonstration program administered by
WA. The program was in use in four states on a
~10 percent federal-state funding formula. The
nber of accidents involving heavy commercial
icles significantly decreased in those states involved
he demonstration program.

gulatory Review

part of the Departmental review of existing regula-
~s, FHWA established task forces to review program
uirements in the following areas: air quality
felines, environmental impact procedures, guidelines
the development of environmental action plans, civil
its requirements, hours of service of drivers, com-
~cial vehicle inspection, repair and maintenance,
.gn standards for highways, and Buy America re-
~ements. It was anticipated that recommendations
Elting from these reviews would permit FHWA to
zce costs and burdens imposed on grant recipients
regulated parties.

FHWA also was examining all of its program re-
~ements, in order to identify those items that war-
~ed review under Executive Order 12291 and the
~ulatory Flexibility Act and under criteria issued by
President's Task Force on Regulatory Relief and the
ce of Management and Budget.

Pursuant to FHWA's longstanding red tape reduc-
policy, it was reviewing and commenting on other
zcies' regulations, executive orders, interagency
1ements, existing statutes, and legislative proposals,
icularly where existing or potential burdens had
i identified.

Cost Reduction

FHWA developed and implemented a comprehensive
cost reduction and efficiency program in response to the
Secretary of Transportation's adoption of cost reduction
and efficiency as a major departmental objective. By the
end of the fiscal year, FHWA had achieved more than
$50 million in cost savings.

Direct Federal Program

FHWA's direct federal program administers several
major highway programs, including forest highways and
public lands highways. The direct federal program also
provides technical assistance to other government agen-
cies (federal, state, and local) in planning and location
studies, design, contract administration, and construc-
tion, emergency repair, and maintenance of transporta-
tion facilities which serve federal lands. During fiscal
year 1981, 85 contracts were awarded totaling $78.2
million.

The direct federal program also serves as the
federal government's "field laboratory" to develop,
field test, demonstrate, and promote the application of
new engineering technology. The program has also pro-
vided technical assistance to several foreign govern-
ments, including the kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Research and Development

Highway research and development continues to be a
major aspect of FHWA's contribution to the highway in-
dustry. Cathodic protection of bridge decks has recently
been a high priority research axea because the proper
application of cathodic protection can prevent salt-
induced corrosion without requiring the removal of
otherwise sound concrete bridge decks. The technology
associated with cathodic protection advanced rapidly
during the year. A new material was developed to
distribute the protective current in existing bridge
decks. Proper use of this material in a cathodic protec-
tion system could protect an exising bridge deck from
steel corrosion for the remainder of its design life.
Hot asphalt concrete pavement recycling was iden-

tified as a program emphasis objective during 1981. A
plan for making recycling competitive with other tech-
niques and for gaining acceptance by states and the
highway industry was developed by FHWA, resulting in
a tripling of recycling projects in 1981 compared to
1980.
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The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is respon-
sible for planning, developing, and administering pro-
grams to achieve safe operating and mechanical prac-
tices in the railroad industry. Its responsibilities include
enforcement of the federal laws and regulations which
promote the safety of railroads.

FRA's accomplishments during fiscal year 1981
included:

• Developing legislation to transfer Conrail to private
sector ownership. (The first step of this process was
reached when an FRA-designed proposal set the guide-
lines for the sale of Conrail lines in southern New
England).

• Developing legislative changes to reduce Amtrak's
federal financial needs and to place that company on a
business basis.

• Administering a comprehensive program of federal
assistance for national, regional, and local rail services.

• Stimulating a historic labor-management agreement
to streamline FRA safety regulation.

• Developing legislation to transfer the Alaska
Railroad to the state of Alaska.

• Working on legislation to rehabilitate Washington's
Union Station.

• Reorienting the northeast corridor improvement
project.

• Restructuring FRA's research and development
program.

Conrail

The key event for FRA in fiscal year 1981 was the
passage of the Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981.

Under the Act, Conrail's stock now held by the federal

government may be sold to the private sector. If t
stock is not sold and if Conrail does not become ~in~
cially self-sufficient, its assets maybe sold. To help Cc
rail achieve self-sufficiency, the Act repealed the Title
lifetime labor protection provisions of the Regiot
Railroad Reorganization Act, provided displaced Cc
rail employees with cone-time maximum payment
$20,000, and established the funding for a substant

workforce reduction program. It also authorized t
transfer of Conrail commuter services to a new co
muter subsidiary of Amtrak or to local commui

authorities and required that Conrail's employees accE
substantial cuts in wages.

As part of the supplemental transfer provisions
the Act, FRA will assure continuation of rail service

Conrail's southern New England lines by working fo
mutually satisfactory agreement involving Conrail, f
Boston and Maine, the Providence and Worcester, a
several small railroads.

Using the provisions of the Northeast Rail Sery
Act of 1981 and the Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Coni

began progress toward self-sufficiency. It used the n

pricing freedoms of the Staggers Act to adjust rates,
troduce surcharges, and initiate new services; and unt

the expedited abandonment provisions of the Norther

Rail Service Act, it filed applications to abandon 2,f
route-miles of uneconomic lines. As a result, Cony

earned operating profits in the second and th

quarters of calendar year 1981 and forecast that, for ~

first time, it would earn a profit for the calendax ye

Conrail's drawdowns of federal funds decreased fr

$641 million in fiscal year 1980 to $165 million in fig

year 1981. No further drawdowns were contemplate

United States Railway Association

The Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981 changed

management structure of the United States Raily~

Association. The existing Board of Directors
reconstructed as an Advisory Boaxd and a new Boaxc

Directors was created, with members from the Gove

ment Accounting Office, the Interstate Commerce Cc

mission, and the Department of Transportation, plus

USRA Board Chairman and the Conrail Chairman.

Amtrak

In 1981, the National Railroad Passenger Corporal
(Amtrak) carried approximately 21 million passeng~
improved its on-time service, and took steps to impr
system productivity through reductions in staff and
elimination of selected routes. Nonetheless, Amtr~
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ancial condition remained relatively unchanged, as
venues covered only about 40 percent of operating
senses.
As a result of FRA's efforts, the Rail Passenger

:'vice Act was amended, advancing from fiscal year
35 to fiscal year 1982 the requirement that Amtrak
sieve arevenue/cost ratio of 50 percent; imposing a
~uirement that Amtrak operate services only to the
gent that funds are available; and exempting Amtrak
m certain state and local taxes. The amendments also
~nged the state reimbursement formula for state-
isted passenger services, reduced the membership of
itrak's Board of Directors to nine, and restructured
composition of the Board.
Near the end of 1981, Amtrak took several actions
enable it to operate within available resources. The
tem (as measured by train-miles) was reduced
►roximately IO percent, its on-board services and
er costs were reduced through modification of food
l beverage services, and discretionary administrative
►enses were reduced.

e Northeast Corridor Improvement Project
.A revised the $2.5 billion northeast corridor improve-
nt project by eliminating projects that did not
itribute to safe and reliable service. Emphasis was
ced on basic rehabilitation of the track structure and
Haling system to provide safe and reliable service. It
s anticipated that the revised program would be com-
ted for less than $2.2 billion.
FRA continued to make major progress toward com-

tion of the project. Between New York and
.shington, D.C., metroliner service times were reduced
m 31/z hours to less than 3 hours, and conventional
vice times were reduced from 41/z hours to less than
hours. On the New York to Boston segment, the trip
e was reduced from about 5 hours to just aver 4
irs, the fastest time in 10 years.
Contracts totaling more than $100 million were

~,rded, including the Providence, Rhode Island,
intenance-of-way base; the Baltimore and Potomac
inel rehabilitation; Pelham Bay and Groton moveable
ige rehabilitation; and a centralized electrification
. traffic control system between Washington, D.C.,

Wilmington, Delaware. There were also five
pion-improvement projects awarded, including curve
lignments, drainage, and interlocking work. Major
abilitation contracts, valued at over $40 million, were
~rded for seven passenger stations. Meanwhile, work
tinued on the design of other project components
on the preparation of contract bid documents.

Amtrak installed 60 miles of concrete ties and 20
miles of continuous welded rail and completed 100 miles
of high-speed surfacing and 220 miles of rail grinding
during the 1981 construction season. Work on 13
bridges was completed, bringing the number of com-
pleted structures to IO2, of a total of 212 structures
included in the northeast corridor project.

Railroad Safety
FRA embarked on a new direction in railroad safety in
fiscal year 1981. As expressed in a 1981 report to Con-
gress, Systems Safety Plan for Improving the Manage-
ment of Railroad Safety Programs, FRA recognized that
the ultimate success of its safety effort would be deter-
mined by the effectiveness of the government and in-
dustry relationship. In 1981 FRA shifted the emphasis
from the imposition of fines for technical violations
toward a more cooperative working relationship with the
railroads. FRA's approach to regulation and enforcement
is to minimize the regulatory burden on railroads and to
limit the use of fines for safety violations.

Railroad management has demonstrated a positive
attitude toward FRA's safety assessments. Fines
decreased from $15 million in 1980 to $1.3 million in
1981. Train accidents and rail-related casualties also
decreased. Grade crossing fatalities have decreased by
almost 40 percent in the past 10 yeaxs; but there were
still 708 crossing fatalities in calendar year 1980,
representing almost 50 percent of the total number of
railroad fatalities. FRA held a meeting with 18 rail
carriers to explore new initiatives in educational safety
programs for railroad-highway crossings.

There were 271 FRA safety inspectors supple-
mented by 93 state inspectors in fiscal year 1981. To im-
prove the allocation of the government inspection
resources, FRA instituted a national inspection plan for
the first time during 1981. The national inspection plan
specifically identified the number and type of inspec-
tions to be conducted by federal and state inspectors.

The value of a cooperative government, labor, and
management relationship in railroad safety was also
demonstrated by the success being achieved in the area
of regulatory reform. Rail labor and management, at
FR,A's request, worked out a joint approach for pro-
posed changes to FRA's safety rules and regulations.
The Railway Labor Executives Association (RLEA) and
the Association of American Railroads (AAR) proposed
several changes in the power brake regulations and
track standards and amendments to the Safety Appli-
ance Act, which covers the movement of defective
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railway cars. These proposals, which will reduce the

regulatory burden while improving safety, were to be

implemented in 1982.

Research and Development

FRA's research and development program was restruc-

tured to emphasize safety. Other projects were being

phased out or shifted to the private sector. Principal
safety efforts during fiscal yeax 1981 included the
following:

• Completing an evaluation of the safety and technical

performance of dive new types of freight car trucks. The

results will be used by industry in making decisions

regarding investments in new equipment.

• Completing two major tests of passenger equipment.

One confirmed that it is safe for Amtrak to operate the

light, rapid, comfortable tilt-body passenger train at

speeds higher than conventional equipment. The other

resulted in modifications to the new AEM-7, which will

be the primary electric locomotive in the northeast

corridor.

• Determining the safety valve size requirements for

25 hazardous materials commonly transported in rail

tank cars.

Government-Industry Programs

Development of an Autorack Car Pool. FRA co

dinated discussions to create a national freight car p

for transporting automobiles. After experimenting v~

centralized distribution of the cars, the cooperat

Industry-Government National Steering Committee

Freight Car Management found that a considers

number of empty miles could be saved. This was achie~

by routing autorack cars to the nearest point of load

rather than by returning them empty to their p1acE

origin. The national pool was expected to result

substantial savings for the railroads over the next

years.

Houston Terminal Information Exchacnge Syst
Grain port congestion can have a negative impact fi
the port all the way back to the producing areas.
cooperation with the railroads and labor, FRA materi

improved railroad operations at the Port of Houst
The project developed and installed a terminal infor:

tion exchange system that provides fully automated
inventory and status information. The system will s
the railroads in Houston more than $12 million annu~
The benefits of this improvement will reach back to
upper Midwest, bringing improved transit times
quicker car turnarounds for important gr

movements.

• Completing selected experiments at the facility for

accelerated service testing in Pueblo, Colorado.

• Providing guidance to industry on the performance

of crossties, fasteners, rails, and ballast.

A secondary goal of the research and development

program has been to assist railroads in the pursuit of

improved operations and cost reduction. Progress was

made toward this goal. The projects were all initiated in

previous years, but concluded during fiscal year 1981,

with the publication of results on numerous subjects.

Major topics included:

• The sprint service demonstration, atrailer-on-flatcar

service between Chicago and St. Paul.

• Techniques for designing classification yaxd im-

provements, through the use of computers.

• The effect of fuels other than conventional No. 2

diesel on the performance of medium-speed engines.

• Specifications for slow-profile lightweight inter-
modal railcar.

• A method to estimate transportation costs and radia-

tion exposure to the public and crew members from rail

shipments of radioactive materials.

Local Rail Seruice Assistance. The FRA impra
its distribution of assistance to states for local
service. In contrast to previous years, states used

program to fund fixed facility projects only—not to ;

vide operating subsidies.

Assistance to Railroads. During fiscal year 1'

FRA approved $118 million in low-interest federal lc

and loan guarantees under Title V of the Rail

Revitalization and Regulatory Reform. Act of 1

These funds were used to rehabilitate and improve t:

and equipment. Under Title V, FRA also provides

million as compensation for emergency directed ser

over Milwaukee Road and Rock Island lines. A tot.

$718 million has been committed to railroad rehabs

tion under the Title V program.

Regulactory Reform. The Staggers Rail Act of

precipitated a series of Interstate Commerce Com

sion proceedings regarding regulatory reform.

was interested in assuring that the Act be interpretE

as to provide the maximum degree of flexibility tc

railroads in the areas of marketing and operation.

comments to the ICC, FRA argued for the inclusic

evidence relating to geographic and product compet
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taking determinations of maxket dominance and for
itable and economically sound standards for deter-
ing revenue adequacy. This position was adopted by
ICC. The FRA also participated in ICC proceedings
Kerning car hire charges, rates for recyclable com-
lities, deregulation of export coal movements, and
ition-based rate increases.

Labor-Management Cooperation. The labor-
lagement program—a cooperative program estab-
ed to improve railroad operations—completed its
7 year. The program involves labor and management
3eveloping, implementing, and evaluating experi-
ital changes in operations and practices. Upon com-
;ion of experiments, labor and management have the
:on of adopting the proposed changes permanently.
~ing 1981, work continued on projects in Houston, St.
as, and Buffalo and on the Milwaukee Road. A new
ject was initiated for the New England region.

cent increase. The fiscal year 1981 total freight tonnage
exceeded the all-time previous high, in fiscal year 1977,
by 46 percent.

The railroad's financial results reflected the first
earned surplus since fiscal year 1976. Revenues for the
year were $43.9 million, up 52 percent over the prior
year, while expenses were $40.6 million, an increase of
only 17 percent. The earned surplus of $3.3 million com-
pared with a loss of $5.8 million in fiscal year 1980, an
improvement of $9.1 million. These tonnage and ~inan-
cial achievements were attributed to aggressive
marketing, increased employee productivity, manage-
ment and budget controls, and a more favorable
Alaskan economy.

FRA developed a legislative proposal for trans-
ferring the federal responsibility for operating the
Alaska Railroad to the State of Alaska.

rgers and Reorganizations

Union Pacific, Missouri Pacific, and Western
i~c. FRA supported the proposed merger of the
~n Pacific, Missouri Pacific, and Western Pacific
~oads. It recommended that competitive balance in
West be maintained by granting strategic trackage
is to competing railroads. The merged system pro-
s efficient single-line service from the West Coast to
Mississippi River and beyond.

The Milwaukee Road. The bankrupt Chicago,
Waukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, a Class I
~scontinental railroad, formerly operated a
00-mile route system. After the submission and
:tion of various plans for reorganization, the
Waukee advanced a new plan. At the end of the fiscal
FRA was evaluating the assumptions, methods,

data of the plan, as they related to traffic and
nue projections, operating plants and facilities, and
~ment, labor, and cost requirements. The results
to be available in the second quarter of fiscal year

Alaska Railroad

FRA-managed Alaska Railroad enjoyed the best
in its 5$-year history. The railroad handled a total
1,307 carloads, a 55 percent increase over 1980.
1 freight tonnage moved was 3,362,061, a 93 per-

Civil Rights

Notwithstanding personnel freezes and cutbacks, FRA's
civil rights program made significant strides in internal
equal employment opportunity.

A new upward mobility program provided oppor-
tunities for seven female or minority employees to
progress from clerical positions into professional posi-
tions. Asafety inspector training program provided
opportunities for minority and female college graduates
to be trained as safety inspectors—an occupation that
has been traditionally underrepresented by minorities
and women. This trainee program was developed in con-
junction with Southern Railway's training facility in
Georgia.

There was an overall improvement in total minority
representation in FRA, from 18.3 percent to 18.6 per-
cent. As part of the federal equal opportunity recruit-
ment program, a candidate referral system was
established to identify and refer minority and female
candidates for job vacancies.

The minority business enterprise program, begun in
1980, resulted in FRA contracts totaling $23.5 million
for northeast corridor improvement project construc-
tion, or 14.3 percent of the amounts contracted for that
year. In fiscal year 1981, the remaining minority
business enterprise work on these 1980 contracts in-
creased actual minority business participation to 15
percent—the goal for the project.

f
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The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) is responsible for reducing the deaths, in-
juries, and economic losses resulting from traffic ac-
cidents. This is accomplished by improving the safety
performance of motor vehicles and working with the
states to encourage safer driver and pedestrian
behavior.

NHTSA also investigates safety defects in motor
vehicles, ensures that manufacturers comply with vehi-
cle and equipment safety standards and the bumper
standard, sets and enforces fuel economy standards,
conducts research on vehicle performance and design,
and provides consumers with information on automobile
crashworthiness, maintenance, and repair.

During 1981, major changes were made in NHTSA's
safety efforts. Resources were redirected to the most
serious problems and to ones that showed a strong
potential for yielding significant safety benefits.

Existing and proposed vehicle safety regulations
were reviewed for their effectiveness and efficiency in
meeting critical tr~c safety needs. Those that did not
meet the requirements were withdrawn.

In undertaking this review, each standard, regula-
tion, or proposed rulemaking or modification was ex-
amined to determine: (1) the direct or indirect relation-
ship of the rulemaking in question to the safety or con-
sumergoals of the agency; (2) the relative importance of
the rulemaking in achieving such goals; (3) whether the
performance addressed by the rulemaking would be ex-
pected to continue at comparable levels in the absence of
the rulemaking; (4) the costs, benefits, and burdens
created or imposed by the rulemaking; (5) the effects of
rulemaking on innovation and productivity in the in-
dustry and any associated administrative costs or
burdens; and (6) whether in the absence or withdrawal

of federal regulation, the states would be able
encouraged to regulate independently, thereby mak
motor vehicle regulation more complex and costly.

Similarly, cooperative state and community tra
safety programs were reviewed to determine which o
showed the most promise for reducing accidents, fa
hies, and injuries. Occupant protection, drunk drivi
police traffic services, traffic records, and emerge:
medical services were emphasized.

Providing more safety related information to c
sumers and increasing the cooperative efforts betw~
NHTSA and the automotive industry in conduct
safety research were also emphasized.

1981 Statistical Summary

For the first time since 1974, fatalities resulting f~
motor vehicle accidents showed a significant deck
There were 49,268 traffic fatalities in 1981, a 3.6 ~
cent reduction from the 51,091 killed in 1980.

The fatality rate (the number of fatalities per
million vehicle miles of travel) also declined in 1981, i~
Gating that the risk per mile was continuing to decre<
However, the fatality rate per 100,000 population
remained relatively constant for 20 years. Combir.
these rates suggest that although motorists today
drive longer distances without being killed or injw
the probability of being killed or injured in an automo
accident is just as high now as it was 20 years ago.

Regulatory Reform

Many of the requirements of the motor vehicle sa:
standards and regulations currently in force have
directly to substantial safety improvements and h
resulted in reduced fatalities and serious injiu
Others, however, have produced relatively insubstar
benefits and have not been cost-effective.

A comprehensive review of NHTSA standards
regulations was conducted to find ways to reduce
necessary regulatory burdens (without jeopardizing
safety or consumer-related goals and policies es
lished by Congress), and to consider alternative:
regulation. Seventeen existing or proposed sa
regulations were targeted to be rescinded, modi~ea
delayed.

A major action resulting from this review was
rescission of the automatic restraint (air bags, autom
belts) requirements in FMVSS No. 208, "Occur

Crash Protection." A provision calling for manda~
installation of automatic restraint systems in passer
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rs was rescinded in October 1981 because of uncer-
nty in the projected use rates for automatic belts,
blic acceptance, and overall benefits from the stand-
3. The decision was made after months of study and
riew of the lifesaving potential and economic costs of
ssive restraint systems. Based on anticipated usage
;es, NHTSA estimated that the costs of the automatic
;traints would exceed benefits by $100 million annually.

otor Vehicle Safety

cluding a moving baxrier and a dummy, were built and
evaluations of their effectiveness were begun.

Design changes were made to different models of
production vehicles to improve their safety in side
crashes. The improvements included modified struc-
tures which increased the- integrity of the door area and
reduced the intrusion during impact. The improvements
also included the addition of energy-absorbing padding
to the interior of the door, which helps reduce the inten-
sity of the crash forces on the occupant.

~tor vehicle crashes cause approximately 50,000
;alities and 3,400,000 injuries in the U.S. each year.
ey are the leading cause of death among people ages 5
34, the number one cause of on-the-job fatalities, and
1 cause of ten times more deaths and injuries than all
ier forms of transportation.
From an economic standpoint, motor vehicle ac-
ents cost the nation more than $50 billion each year in
~dical and rehabilitation costs, lost wages, welfare,
3 property damage. There are also hidden costs of
►se accidents—the unrealized human potential and the
otional, physical, financial, and social disruptions
fered by victims and their families.

~ashworthiness
e crashworthiness of a vehicle, or the level of protec-
n that is provided occupants in an accident, is
~asured by the effectiveness of several factors: how
11 the vehicle provides a zone of protection against the
fishing forces of impact; occupant compartment integ-
to minimize intrusion; safety belts or other occupant

~tection systems to restrain the occupants during a
.sh; and interior surfaces designed to reduce the
verity of any injuries to belted or unbelted occupants.
Research continued on test procedures and vehicle

sign characteristics to improve crashworthiness.
thods for testing and improving steering assembly
.sh performance, for evaluating frontal crash protec-
1 in car-to-car collisions, and for assessing levels of
e impact protection continued to be developed.

fie Impact Protection
nost one-third of the fatalities and serious injuries in
for vehicle crashes occur when vehicles are struck in

side. Side impact research concentrated on the
~elopment of test procedures to evaluate levels of pro-
tion provided by current vehicles and on potential
.icle improvements. Side impact test devices, in-

Vehicle Systems
The vehicle systems program provides a data base for
safety improvements that can be incorporated into pro-
duction automobiles. Performance levels and the
economic feasibility of advanced technology are as-
sessed at abiennial international technical experimental
safety vehicle conference.

The conference encourages the international ex-
change of research and the application of safety
technology to the marketplace. The extensive pro-
ceedings of the eighth conference, which was held in
October 1980, were published in 1981 and planning
began for the Ninth Conference, to be held in Kyoto,
Japan, in November 1982.

The research safety vehicle projects that began in
1974 to develop small cars that demonstrate advanced
safety, good fuel economy, and acceptable emission
levels were completed in 1981. Although these cars were
not envisioned as a new product line (and would require
substantial upgrading in non-safety-related areas to
meet American consumer expectations of comfort, con-
venience, and handling), results of the crash testing of
these prototypes indicated a potential to satisfy all re-
quirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
No. 208, "Occupant Crash Protection," at crash
severities fax in excess of that standard. Work con-
tinued on how to adapt advanced safety technologies
into production vehicles.

Safety Belts and Child Seats
Studies of motor vehicle accidents showed that few
occupants were wearing their safety belts when they
needed them. Research was conducted to measure
public attitudes about safety belts and to determine why
usage of these lifesaving devices is so low (about 11 per-
cent). The studies included research on motivation and
risk perception; belt use rates and trends; and the effec-
tiveness of educational and other incentive messages.
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Preliminary results indicated significant changes in
attitudes and belt wearing could be achieved by the use
of positive incentives emphasizing driver responsibility
for belt usage in the car and information about the role
of belts in maintaining control of the vehicle.

The most frequently given reasons for not using
safety belts axe discomfort and inconvenience. To help
alleviate this problem, NHTSA issued a standard in
January 1981 (to be effective September 1, 1982) that
specified additional performance requirements for
safety belt assemblies to promote increased comfort and
convenience. It applied to all manual and automatic
belts in cars and light trucks except for 3-point
lap/shoulder belts in the front seating positions of
passenger cars. Manual belts in the front seats of cars
were exempted because at the time the rule was issued
passenger cars were scheduled to be equipped with
automatic restraints in the front seats beginning in the
1983 model year. The subsequent rescission of the
automatic restraint requirements of Standard No. 208
prompted the agency to delay for one year (until
September 1, 1983) the effective date of the new re-
quirements in order to reconsider the comfort and con-
venience rules in light of the changed circumstances. A
new proposal was e~cpected in 1982.

Since not all vehicles are equipped with suitable
safety belt anchorages for the proper installation of
child safety seats, a notice of proposed rulemaking was
issued in December 1980 proposing that vehicles with
automatic restraint systems at the right front seating
position be equipped with anchorages for lap belts at
that position. It would also require all rear seating posi-
tions inmotor vehicles weighing less than 10,000 pounds
(GVWR) to have anchorages orpre-drilled holes suitable
for the installation of anchorages for tether straps on
child restraints.

Other occupant protection research concentrated on
improving the safety performance of small cars. Specific
activities included:

• Test procedures and steering column performance
criteria were developed that better simulate an actual
crash. The lowest injury levels were observed in tests
with an "improved" steering assembly that was con-
structed of the "best" components from production
steering assemblies.

• Computer simulation models were developed to
record the interaction of the driver's chest and the col-
lapsible steering column and wheel combination. These
models are used to predict the steering column and
wheel performance in lightweight small cars. They have

reduced the costs of introducing improvements into p
duction automobiles.

• Studies were conducted to determine the relati~
ship between shoulder belt fit and crash performance
the restraint system and to identify parts of the safe
belt assembly or steering column and occupant comps
men which could be improved to provide 35 mph cry
protection. Protection at that speed was demonstrai
in several vehicles after minor modifications were ma
The performance of the safety belt system was ~
graded for the Volvo, Plymouth Reliant, and Plymoa
Horizon to achieve the FMVSS No. 208 criteria. 7
improvement to the Volvo consisted of reducing
amount of belt webbing to reduce "spool-out." The t
modifications which were made to the Reliant
Horizon consisted of stiffening the seat and the addit
of a belt web locking device to reduce "spool-out."

Biomechanics

Biomechanics is the field of study that applies engine
ing principles and techniques to understand and con'
impact trauma in humans. Biomechanical research c
tinued to characterize injuries to determine inj
tolerance of the human body. Work began on the crew
of new automotive test dummies to support advan
vehicle occupant safety research. These new damn
are necessary for the development of improved veh
safety designs.

Making automobiles less hazardous to pedestrian
another area of biomechanical research. Investigate
were continued to measure the injury reducing poter
of bumpers made of safer materials, to study the dan
ing effects of the grill, hood edge, and hood, anc
evaluate the effectiveness of various modifications
these structures that could reduce the severity
pedestrian injuries. A notice of proposed rulema~
was issued in January 1981, proposing that passer
car front bumper systems be considerably more enE
absorbent to reduce pedestrian injuries in low sx
collisions.

A senior NHTSA engineer from the OfficE
Passenger Vehicle Research was selected for a
batical to Oxford University to pursue post-doct
research and studies in motor vehicle safety. The ass
ment involved investigating automobile accident:
determine the nature, cause, and extent of trauma,
to relate the trauma observed in the emergency roo~
the final outcome of the victim. This research of
directly supported NHTSA's research program for
development of improved human injury criteria
biomechanical information.
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avy Duty Vehicles

:TSA's heavy duty vehicle research develops and
lonstrates approaches to improve truck and bus
qty by enhancing their crash avoidance and
~hworthiness capabilities.
Research emphasis was on improving the braking of
vy vehicles, defining the limits of heavy vehicle
dling performance, identifying the safety and
nomic benefits of retarders (devices that use the
ine or drivetrain to slow the vehicle), assessing the
and performance of splash and spray suppression

ices, and evaluating certain occupant protection
iniques for heavy trucks.
A notice of proposed rulemaking was issued in
uary 1981 describing the requirements for rear
erride protection for most large trucks and trailers.
tic and crash tests conducted by NHTSA
~onstrated that these systems can help reduce injury
ie occupants of smaller vehicles that collide with the
end of a truck.

stating that this will not only improve motor vehicle
safety but will also reduce the cost of international
trade. United States standards on braking, lighting,
controls, and displays are now in the process of being
amended to be in greater harmony with those of the
ECE.

Highway Safety

Nearly every traffic death and injury can be traced in
part to some human factor: the driver or passenger who
didn't use a safety belt; alcohol, which continues to be in-
volved in more than half the nation's traffic fatalities; or
repeat violators who, due to deficiencies in a state's
traffic records system, elude the enforcement efforts
which would otherwise remove them from the road.

NHTSA continued to work with state and local safety
officials, placing emphasis on dive programs which have
shown the greatest results in reducing accidents, in-
juries, and deaths: occupant protection, alcohol, traffic
records, police traffic services, and emergency medical
services.

~hting

otice of proposed rulemaking was issued in January
1 which would amend Standard No. 108, "Lamps,
ective Devices, and Associated Equipment," to add
.pplemental, center, high-mounted stop lamp to the
ting rear lighting requirements far passenger cars.
A notice of request for comments was issued in
~zst 1981 to obtain information on possible changes
he federal regulations on motor vehicle headlight
ems.

kes

nal rule was issued in January 1981 that extended
~dard No. 105, "Hydraulic Brake Systems," to
ks, buses, and vans. The requirements are similar to
e for passenger cars, but the performance levels are
qtly less because of the operating characteristics and
rent capabilities of these larger vehicles.

monization of Safety Regulation

advent of the "world car" concept has highlighted
problem of designing automobiles to comply with dif-
.g regulations in world markets. At meetings on
:le construction at the Economic Commission for
ape (ECE), a United Nations organization, NHTSA
~sentatives stressed the high priority within
'SA of harmonizing U.S. and ECE requirements,

Occupant Protection

Safety belts have the greatest potential for an im-
mediate and dramatic reduction in deaths and injuries
resulting from automobile crashes.

Despite their availability in nearly every passenger
car in the country and their estimated 57 percent effec-
tiveness when worn properly, only about 11 percent of
motorists use them.

Beginning in 1981, NHTSA began the most com-
prehensivepublic education campaign on safety belts that
has ever been attemped, one that will be of long duration
and that combines the information abilities and influence
of the news media, employers, schools, and religious,
civic, and social organizations. Every aspect of our so-
ciety that relates to people and their automobiles is being
approached and urged to actively assist the agency in
changing public attitudes and perceptions about driving
risk and to promote the lifesaving benefits of safety belts.

Unlike previous safety belt campaigns that relied
almost entirely on public service advertising and were of
short duration, NHTSA committed itself to a long-term
effort that is predicated less on public service
announcements and more on the influence of respected
community institutions and national organizations.
Establishing networks with numerous state, local,
volunteer and private sector groups around the country,
NHTSA provided technical assistance and educational
materials to reach, inform, and persuade the public,
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appealing to people where they live, work, socialize, and
form their opinions.

NHTSA also continued its safety belt workshop
series for state, regional, and volunteer organizations.
Nineteen workshops were held in 1981.

Child restraints were a major legislative issue, with
36 states introducing child passenger protection bills in
their 1981 legislative sessions. Nine states passed bills
or strengthened existing ones, and two states passed
bills requiring statewide campaigns to educate parents
about child restraints. A radio, TV, and print campaign to
increase child safety seat use was produced by NHTSA
and distributed by state highway safety agencies.

Alcohol

Drunk driving is the nation's number one highway safety
problem, a national epidemic, transcending state boun-
daries, to which no one is immune. One-quarter of a
million Americans have lost their .lives .in.alcohol-related
traffic accidents during the past decade. The solution to
the problem must be implemented at both the state and
local level, where comprehensive programs can be
directed toward—(1) deterring those drunk drivers who
are never arrested and influencing other individuals to
moderate their drinking behavior or not to drive after
drinking; (2) combining public information and enforce-
ment or adjudication programs; (3) and promoting atti-
tudes which reduce the tacit public acceptance of drunk
driving.

Calendar year 1981 marked a turning point in the
national effort against the drunk driver. Effective grass
roots citizen's groups appeared axound the country,
launching public information campaigns, forming task
forces to review state and local drunk driver processing
systems, and petitioning state legislatures and courts
for stricter enforcement. Twenty-two states passed
more stringent drunk driving laws, and six states
established formal task forces or commissions to
address the problem.

NHTSA took a leading role in the drunk driving
issue, focusing on technical assistance in individual
countermeasures, public information, the adoption of
comprehensive, community based, general deterrence
programs, financial support, and countermeasure
research and development to stimulate effective pro-
grams within the states. NHTSA held 26 workshops for
state and local officials, legislators, judges, police,
health care professionals, and citizen groups to acquaint
them with the latest technologies for implementing com-
prehensive drunk driver control programs. An alcohol

program management course for local project c~
dinators wa,s also developed and tested.

Traffic Records

An efficient electronic records system, containing
on drivers, registered vehicles, accident informat
and roadway inventories, is an important part of
state highway safety program. Traffic records hel:
accurately identify safety problems and to evaluate
effectiveness of programs to deal with them. Twe
two states upgraded their accident record syst
following corrective measures suggested by the accic
data, improvement plan, a joint NHTSA and Fed
Highway Administration project begun in 197E
improve the quality of state accident data.

The national driver register continued to oper
with emphasis on system improvements.

Police Traffic Services

Ninety percent of all crashes involve traffic law v
tions. Alcohol is a factor in 50 percent of fatal cra;
and speeding is a factor in 35 percent of them.

Police traffic services, including traffic law enfo
ment, are the most effective means of reducing
cidents, injuries, and fatalities. States allocated n
than 40 percent (more than $63 million) of their t
fiscal year 1981 federal assistance funds to trs
services.

In .addition to providing financial and techi
assistance to states, NHTSA joined law enforcers
organizations, police training institutions, and state
local police agencies to sponsor workshops on pric
traffic enforcement programs. The workshops prow
a forum for discussing enforcement problems and
cesses, covering topics such as management, attic
investigation, radar and breathalyzer operation,
drunk driver detection.

A drunk driver detection guide, which describe
most frequent abnormal driving characteristics of dY
drivers, and a training film were distributed nation`
and were in use in 12 state training programs.

Emergency Medical Services

Prompt and appropriate medical treatment could 1
prevented an estimated 25 percent of the 1981 high
fatalities.

The states allocated more than ?0 percent of t
fiscal year 1981 emergency medical financial assist:
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~ain first responders, dispatchers, emergency vehicle
ambulance operators, emergency medical techni-
s, paramedics, and extrication teams.
Two new ambulance lighting systems were tested to
fy their adequacy to provide both safety and signal
right-of-way, and a rulemaking was proposed to
rporate the Emergency Medical Services "Star-
ife" symbol into the Nationacl Manual for Uniform
~c Control Devices, an action which could result in
used public access to emergency medical treat-
t.

1 Economy

ng 1981, domestic passenger automobile and light
:c manufacturers further increased the average fuel
omy of their fleets. Plans of the major manufac-
rs through the mid-1980's indicated that they would
inue to meet ar exceed the existing fuel economy
bards for both passenger cars and light trucks.
~s a result, NHTSA withdrew an advance notice of
osed rulemaking for post-1985 fuel economy stand-
and chose instead to monitor the effects of the

yet and the efforts of the manufacturers to improve
motive fuel efficiency voluntarily.
Che agency also issued a notice of proposed
naking to reduce the volume of paperwork that
.~facturers must submit in semi-annual reports
r the fuel economy program.

An interim final rule was published on.F~bruary 18,
., permitting manufacturers of model year 1982
trucks to combine their 2-wheel and 4-wheel drive
truck fleets, in the same manner as already pro-
~ for model years 1983-85, to demonstrate com-
ice with the 1982 standards. The rulemaking also
cribed procedures for consideration of petitions
~r the Automobile Fuel Efficiency Act of 1980. This
authorizes granting relief from provisions of the
law that established the fuel economy program.

untary Truck and Bus
1 Economy Program

joint industry-government voluntary truck and bus
economy program continued to demonstrate that
~rnment and industry can work together without
gal regulation to achieve heightened competition,
lased profits, fuel conservation, and reduced
ndence on foreign oil.
Information supplied by truck fleet members showed
they increased their average miles per gallon from

4.62 in 1976 to 5.56 in 1981, an improvement of more
than 20 percent. During 1980 alone voluntary fuel sav-
ings from the purchase of fuel efficient equipment and
devices on new trucks amounted to approximately 2.2
billion gallons. The cumulative savings from 1973
through 1980 were approximately 7.3 billion gallons. Ac-
cording to a study by the International Harvester Cor-
poration, this exceeds savings achieved by legislated
passenger car fizel economy standards, which will not
equal voluntary commercial truck savings until 1983.

The fuel economy program continues to encourage
the private sector to assume a greater shaxe of program
costs. In the past year, program members have shared
the responsibilty for printing several program publica-
tions, running free fuel-economy advertisements sup-
parting program goals, and assuming full responsibility
for several projects.

New Car Assessment Program

NHTSA continued to compare the crashworthiness of
different automobiles and to make the resulting infor-
mation available to consumers. The tests were con-
ducted under Title II of the Motor Vehicle Information
and Cost Savings Act, which requires the Department of
Transportation to publish comparative information on
new cars by make and model in three areas: crashwor-
thiness (how well cars protect their occupants in
crashes), damageability, and ease of diagnosing and
repairing damage.

The intent of the program is to provide increased
consumer awareness of the safety and performance dif-
ferences among cars and to encourge competition
among manufacturers to produce cars that are safer,
more resistant to damage, and less costly to service and
repair. Such information ultimately could reduce the
need for some safety regulations. An example of this
competition was demonstrated by the performance of a
1981 Honda Civic 2-door when compared to its 1979
predecessor. Honda Motor Company made improve-
ments to this model in the area of reduced steering col-
umn movement and overall restraint system response.
As a result, the 1981 Honda Civic 2-door exhibited
greatly improved crash performance.

In the frontal tests, cars crash at 35 mph into a fixed
rigid barrier. Each car carries two instrumented adult
dummies in the front seat that are fully restrained,
wearing both lap and shoulder belts. During the test,
readings are taken which measure and record the
severity of impact to the head, chest, and thighs of each
dummy. Since the program began inmid-1979, 69 makes
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and models have been subjected to frontal and frontal
oblique crashes.

Bumpers

Since 1974, all passenger cars have been equipped with
bumpers that prevent damage to the vehicle body in
crashes at speeds up to 5 miles per hour.

NHTSA tentatively concluded that the existing
bumper regulation did not meet the statutory require-
ment of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost
Savings Act that such a standard "seek to obtain the
maximum feasible reduction of costs to the public and to
the consumer."

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published
which requested information concerning alternatives to
the existing bumper standard in order to provide the
greatest cost benefit to consumers. An analysis of the
comments, plus material presented at two public hear-
ings, was to be considered in the agency's. decision for a
final rule on the bumper standaxd.

The alternatives under consideration included
various combinations of 5 mph and 2.5 mph front
bumpers with either 2.5 mph rear bumpers or a
specification for height only on rear bumpers.

Defect Investigations

Ford Transmissions. This investigation was based
on evidence that certain Ford vehicles manufactured
between 1970 and 1979 inadvertently shifted from park
into reverse after the drivers, believing they had shifted
into park, left the vehicle. The investigation was ter-
minated by a settlement agreement. Ford agreed to
notify all owners of the Department of Transportation
findings and to provide a precautionary safety label to
remind vehicle operators of steps they should take to
reduce the possibility of haxm.

cables which could cause the driver to lose control
vehicle speed.

1980 General Motors X-Body. NHTSA influent
the recall of 48,000 GM vehicles to correct a defect
braking system. The rear wheels could prematurely lc
during braking, resulting in a "fishtailing" of the r~
end and loss of vehicle control.

1976-79 Volkswagen Rabbits and Sciroccos. Vol
wagen recalled 448,167 vehicles for an electrical pr
lem. (An earlier recall corrected inadvertent starting
the vehicle while parked.) The NHTSA-influenced rep
corrected a defect in the fuel pump circuit which co
cause the vehicle to stall while moving.

1978-~'9 Dodge Omnis and Plymouth Horizc
NHTSA influenced the recall of 425,000 Chry:
vehicles to prevent stalling and loss of electrical poi
due to defective alternator wiring connections.

1980-81 Volkswagen Rabbits and Pickup Trtu
NHTSA influenced the recall of 133,000 Volkswa~
vehicles to install a filler pipe valve to prevent gaso]
from spewing out of the filler neck when the gas cad
removed.

1970-71~ Fiat 121,.'s. Under a consent order,140,
Fiat vehicles were recalled to check for undercarri,
corrosion which might impair the attachment of
steering box, idler arm mounting, front upper con'
arms, or rear trailing arms.

General Motors Station Wagon R
Defrosters. On January 22, 1981, NHTSA made ar
itial determination that a safety related defect existe
the rear-window defrosters on GM intermediate size
tion wagons manufactured during calendar yeax 1!
The apparent defect resulted in unexpected shatter
of the tailgate window. Following the initial determ
tion, General Motors announced the recall of app:
imately 80,000 vehicles.

General Motors Mid-Size Vehicles. Six million
1978-?9 GM vehicles were voluntarily recalled to
replace the bolts attaching the reax axle control arms.
Failure of the bolts could result in loss of vehicle control.

Grumman Flexible 870 Advance Design Transit
Bus. NHTSA influenced the recall of 2,628 Grumman
transit buses due to cracking of the rear axle "A"
frame. Cracking and fracture of the A frame could lead
to a loss of vehicle control.

1976-80 Volksw¢gen Rabbits and Sciroccos. A
NHTSA investigation resulted in 110,000 Volkswagen
vehicles being recalled to replace defective accelerator

Toyota Hi-Lux Pickup Trucks. On August
1981, NHTSA made an initial determination the
safety-related defect existed in 1979 Toyota Hi-:
pickup trucks. These vehicles exhibited a severe fr
end shimmy under certain driving conditions. Follo~
the initial determination, Toyota announced the reca
approximately 85,000 pickup trucks.

197'9-81 M.A.N. Articulated Buses. On Septen
2, 1981, NHTSA made an initial determination th;
safety-related defect existed in the reax stepwell
figuration of A.M. General M.A.N. articulated busE
defect that could result in passenger leg or foot ent
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it. The initial determination involved 399 buses that
~e distributed during 1978-79 and in service with 11
isit authorities. (On October 13, 1981, A.M. General
red to conduct a recall.)

npliance Testing

rSA tested 183 vehicles for 284 performance re-
~ements related to 14 federal motor vehicle safety
idards and regulations. In addition, 4,732 tires and
.6 items including safety belts, lighting equipment,
motorcycle helmets were subjected to performance
s related to eight safety standards and regulations.
1981 testing resulted in 7 percent motorcycle

Zet failures and 6 percent equipment failures.
Fifty-four vehicles were tested to determine their
system integrity. Two vehicles, a Volkswagen

bit and a Renault LeCar, failed to meet the re-
ements.
A new standard for child restraint systems became
~tive January ?, 1981. A compliance test procedure
developed, a competitive contract was awarded,
preparations were made for the first compliance

:ng in early 1982.
Three of four buses tested for school bus seating and
h protection (FMVSS 222) failed to meet the test re-
ements. Four of five buses tested for school bus
~ joint strength {FMVSS 221) failed to meet the test
:irements.
A total of 92 compliance investigations were con-
ed and 33 civil penalties were imposed on 27
ufacturers.

►meter Tampering
rSA continued its odometer enforcement program,
firming odometer fraud in 92 investigations con-
;ed in 21 states. During these investigations, the
age on at Ieast 417 vehicles was found to have been
~d back. Twenty-two cases involving large-scale
neter tampering were turned over to the Depart-
t of Justice for criminal prosecution and civil
~lties were assessed against 41 dealers with fewer
~tians. In addition, 10 cases were referred to state
rcement agencies and the results of 19 investiga-
were given to consumers so they could take private
actions to recover damages.
4 concentrated enforcement effort in the
;heastern part of the country resulted in North
Mina, South Carolina, and Georgia enacting regula-
to reduce odometer fraud by requiring odometer
ings on all vehicle title transfer documents.

Fuel Economy Enforcement
Model year 1981 was the first year in which a manufac-
turer, other than a low volume manufacturer, projected
a corporate average fuel economy which fell short of the
federal fuel economy standard of 22.0 mpg. The manu-
facturer, Jaguar-Rover-Triumph, predicted an average
of 18.6 mpg. However, the potential civil penalty of
more than $60,000 related to this 3.4 mpg shortfall was
offset by fuel economy credits earned by the manufac-
turer in model year 1978.

Litigation
Center for Auto Safety v. Lewis (FMVSS X08 defer-

ral). On July 2, 1981, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia denied the Center for Auto Safety's
motion for reversal of the Secretary's April 6, 1981,
order postponing for one year the effective date of
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208's automatic
restraint for large cars and granted the government's
motion to dismiss this petition for review as untimely.

Center for Auto Safety v. Peck, et al. On August 12,
1981, the Center for Auto Safety filed a petition in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia seek-
ing review of the agency's decision to revoke Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ].28, "Fields of Direct
View." The suit alleged that the agency made several
procedural errors in revoking the standard. After
NHTSA issued a new rulemaking notice inviting further
comment without admitting any procedural error, the
Center for Auto Safety voluntarily moved to dismiss the
petition for review. (The Court granted the motion to
dismiss on October 15, 1981.)

Center for Auto Safety v. NHTSA (Fuel Economy).
On July 25, 1981, the Center for Auto Safety filed a peti-
tion for review of NHTSA's denial of its administrative
petition for reconsideration of the agency's withdrawal
of an advance notice of proposed rulemaking on
post-1985 fuel economy sfiandards. (At the end of the
year the agency's motion to dismiss was pending before
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.)

U.S. v. McDonald Chevrolet aced Oldsmobile, Inc. In
a subpoena enforcement action axising from an
odometer tampering investigation, the government
prevailed. The U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Georgia ordered the subpoena enforced in
Apri11981, and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit affirmed. However, McDonald Chevrolet refused
to produce the subpoenaed documents, despite the
court's order, and suggested that they may have been
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destroyed. The government's motion for an order citing
the defendants for contempt of court was pending
before the District Court.

United States v. Fiat Motors of North America, Inc.
On October 15, 1980, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit denied a petition submitted by Fiat Motors
of North America, seeking reversal of a ruling by the
District Court in U.S. v. Fiat. On July 10, 1981, the
government and Fiat entered into a settlement agree-
ment in which Fiat agreed to recall 1972-74 model 124
Fiat automobiles for an undercarriage corrosion defect
and to issue safety notification letters to owners of
1970-71 model 124 Fiats.

Waddington v. Ford. Plantiffs challenged the ade-
quacy of the remedy in the Pinto gas tank defect in-
vestigation settlement and also requested further in-
vestigation of the fuel systems of other Ford vehicles.
The government's motion in district court to dismiss or,
alternatively, for summary judgment was pending.

Ford Motor Company v. DOT. On December 31,
1980, Ford Motor Company agreed to notify over 20
million vehicle owners and to provide a safety warning
Iabel as a corrective action to conclude NHTSA's Ford
transmission safety defects investigation. Subsequently
Ford and NHTSA signed a voluntary dismissal of Ford's
action seeking judicial review of the agency's investiga-
tion. The District Court entered an order dismissing the
action on May 7, 1981.

ment of effective motor vehicle and highway saf
countermeasures and to provide a data base for ~
gram evaluations. It also helps the agency staff by ~
viding information so accurate responses can be mad•
requests from Congress, states, local governme~
motor vehicle manufacturing and highway safety
dustries, and others. Data collection and analysis ac
ides include the use of state and local records anc
sampling techniques that provide information on oc
pants, vehicles, pedestrians, injuries, collision types,
vironmental factors, and exposure to accident risks,

Significant fiscal year 1981 accomplishments of
Center included:
• Operation of the fatal accident reporting syst~
providing a continuous census of approximately 45,E
fatal motor vehicle accidents per year;
t Operation of 30 sites of the national accident s.
piing system, which collected detailed information
7,000 accidents;
• Analysis of approximately 2,000 pedestr
accidents;
• Investigations of high interest accidents, such
school bus fatal crashes and vehicles with new saf
equipment; and
• Responding to more than 3,000 requests for high
safety information.

Administration

U.S. v. B 8c B Autosport. In a suit to prevent the im-
portation of unsealed passenger car headlamps not
meeting Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 108, an
amended complaint was filed in the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of New York.

U.S. v. Seal Enterprises. A complaint was filed in
July 1981 against an importer and distributor of non-
complying and uncertified turn signal flashers.

Traffic Safety Statistics

Reliable accident data are a key to identifying safety
problems and verifying the effectiveness of attempted
solutions. NHTSA's National Center for Statistics and
Analysis identifies safety problems to aid the develop-

Well managed programs and resources are indispE
able to the effective performance of NHTSA's high`
and motor vehicle safety responsibilities. In fiscal y
1981, NHTSA's efforts to reduce costs and to impr
efficiency resulted in savings of $6.68 million. Of
amount, $735,000 was returned to the U.S. Treasury
$5.94 million was reapplied to priority agency progra

The agency's total employment decreased from
full-time permanent positions in fiscal year 1980 to
full-time permanent positions in fiscal year 1~
Despite fihe decrease in employees, there were achiE
ments in equal employment opportunity. Fen
representation in grades 13-15 increased from 24 to
and there were two new upward mobility placeme~
one of which was a black female.



share was to be $128 million. The funds were to be
distributed in three increments.
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Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA)
esponsible for carrying out the Department's man-
e to improve urban mass transportation. It is the
icipal source of federal financial assistance to help
h urban and non-urban areas plan, develop, and
grove mass transportation systems.
The more significant activities of UMTA during ~sca1
r 1981 included issuing new regulations that returned
method of providing transportation services for han-
~pped persons to communities as a local option,
unating price offsets in bids for advance design buses,
proposing the elimination of mandatory bus specIfica-
~s. Other significant activities included the develop-
rt of an investment strategy policy for capital pro-
ms to foster efficiency and productivity.

Urban Discretionary Grants

Section 3 funding is distributed by categories. The
largest grant categories were rail modernization and
extensions of existing rail systems ($926 million or 48
percent of program funds) and bus improvements ($565
million or 29 percent). An additional $42 million was
obligated for the urban initiatives program, which com-
bined mass transit improvements with community
development.

Section 3 funds also provided $393 million for new
starts. These fiends permitted continued work on new
rapid transit projects in Atlanta (Phase B-1), Baltimore,
and Miami and the light rail systems in Buffalo and
Portland, Oregon. Also funded were preliminary
engineering studies for downtown circulator systems in
Miami and Detroit.

Urban Formula Grants

With the exception of the formula bus capital funds, Sec-
tion 5 funds axe available for capital or operating
assistance, but most transit agencies elect to apply the
money to operating needs. A total of $1.129 billion was
applied to operating costs and $361.3 million to capital
needs, including $327 million of formula bus capital
funds.

~nsit Assistance Grants

al obligated funds for UMTA's vaxious transit
istance programs reached an all time high of $4.15
.on, surpassing the previous year's level by 4.6
cent.
Obligated funds included: Section 3 urban discre-
iary grants, $1,925,000,000; Section 5 urban formula
nts, $1,490,824,354; interstate transfer (transit},
4,855,408; federal-aid urban systems, $49,676,329;
tion 17 emergency rail operating assistance,
0,221; and Section 18 non-urban formula grants,
,000,000.
A bus purchase program was entered into with the
insylvania Department of Transportation for the
chase of 1,000 buses. The first increment was ex-
ted in fiscal year 1981. Grants totaling $46 million
the purchase of 352 buses for 16 transit operators
~ughout the state were approved. The total federal

Interstate Transfer Grants

During the year, $614.9 million was obligated for transit
projects under the interstate transfer program. Twenty
interstate withdrawal requests were approved, which is
the largest number of approvals in any one year. The
largest recipient of these funds was the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority, which is constructing a
three-mile extension of its Red Line rapid transit route
northwest from Harvaxd Square. Other rail extensions
funded included Chicago Transit Authority's O'Hare
Airport extension and the new Portland, Oregon, light
rail project.

Other Transit Assistance Grants

The federal-aid urban systems program provided $49.7
million for urban transit. Small urban and rural areas
received $70.0 million for capital and operating
assistance from the non-urban formula grants program.
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In addition, the Section 17 program, which helps to
defray costs imposed on some transit agencies because
of the railroad reorganization that led to the formation
of Conrail in 1976, provided $850,000.

satisfactorily complied with Section 5(i)(3) but held t
transit users did have the right to sue to enforce Sect
5(i)(3). The case has been dismissed by stipulation of
parties.

Litigation

American Public Transit Association (APTA) v.
Lewis, Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. APTA and 12 of its members brought this suit
against UMTA, the Department of Transportation
(DOT), and the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEV~ to challenge DOT regulations and HEW
guidelines implementing section 504 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act. The trial court upheld the validity of the
regulations. However, the appeals court reversed the
trial court's ruling, holding instead that the mass transit
provisions of DOT's regulation exceeded DOT's author-
ity to enforce section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. The
appeals court sent the case back to DOT for further ac-
tion. DOT subsequently suspended the regulation and
issued an interim final rule on transportation for han-
dicapped persons that requires transit authorities to
undertake special efforts for handicapped persons.

Dopico v. Goldschmidt and Disabled in Action v.
Goldschmidt, U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York. These consolidated suits were
brought by wheelchair users who alleged that they had
been denied access to public mass transportation in New
York City and who sought a major overhauling of the
city's transit system to provide greater accessibility for
handicapped persons. They sued, among others, UMTA
and numerous state and local entities. The court re-
jected the wheelchair users' claims and found, among
other things, that they had no right to sue the local
entities for the kind of relief sought and that the deci-
sions and actions of the federal government is continu-
ing to provide New York City with financial assistance
were reasonable and in accordance with the law.

Cohen v. Massachusetts Bccy Transportation
Authority (META), U.S. District Court for
Massachusetts. This case was brought by transit users
against UMTA and MBTA seeking to halt proposed
service reductions in the Boston area on the grounds
that the MBTA did not give adequate notice of the
reductions or meet other public participation re-
quirements of Section 5(i)(3) of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act. The trial court ruled that users had
no right to sue to enforce Section 5(i)(3) and that MBTA
had complied with UMTA's public participation re-
quirements. The appeals court agreed that MBTA had

Transportation For Handicapped Persons

On July 20, 1981, the Department ~of Transportati~
interim final rule on transportaton for handicapped
sons was published.

The rule required grantees to certify that their a:
were making special efforts to provide transports
that handicapped persons could use. As guidance on v
level of special effort was required, the rule include
appendix of advisory information. This appendix w
revised version of an advisory appendix to UMTA's ]
regulations on transportation for elderly and ha
capped persons. The advisory ,appendix indicated
the choice of how to provide handicapped persons
transportation which they could use was a matte
local option.

In explaining what level of special effort was
quired, the advisory appendix gave three illustration.
adequate special efforts:
• Spending an amount equal to 3.5 percent of
financial assistance received under Section 5 of
Urban Mass Transportation Act for handicap
transportation projects;
• Purchasing only wheelchair-accessible fixed-r•
equipment until one-half of the fleet is accessible; a
• Providing a system of any design that would as.
every wheelchair user and semiambulatory persoi
round trips per week at fares comparable to local
fares.

The three illustrations were not regulatory sty
aids and did not e~chaust all the valid approaches.

After analyzing the public comments on the intE
rule (comments were due by September 18, 1981), ]
was expected to issue a proposed permanent regulai

Transfer of Conrail Commuter

The Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981 provided fog
transfer of commuter services from Conrail to c
muter authorities and a newly created corpora'
Amtrak Commuter. The Act also authorized $50 mi
to facilitate this transfer.

UMTA and the Federal Railroad Administr~
were drafting a notice of proposed rulemaking to
vide for the equitable distribution of the $50 millio
commuter authorities and Amtrak Commuter.
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hicles, Equipment, and Subsystems

few bus equipment introduction program allowed
rators to make their own determination of the
rating and maintenance benefits of improved or
~vative features or subsystems in new buses.
:TA's current paratransit efforts were aimed at
ionstrating how relatively small vehicles, which are
~ssible to wheelchair passengers, could be developed
n modification of a mass produced vehicle chassis.
Energy conservation and propulsion technology

arts included continued research on the flywheel
rgy storage system, a demonstration of emergency
'-wire" propulsion for electric trolley buses, evalua-
. of two dual propulsion (diesel and electric) Euro-
n trolley coaches, a test and evaluation of an electric
ley bus with different controllers and motor, and a
l acid battery bus evaluation in New York.

poration system in the Philadelphia area, and the other
awarded a grant to Port Authority Trans-Hudson in
New York to study the effects of wheel profile on wheel
wear and stability.

Urban Rail Noise Abatement

An urban rail noise abatement program was conducted
by the transportation Systems Center for UMTA. The
program concentrated on the use of existing technology
to produce quieter urban rail systems at minimum cost.
Fiscal year 198I accomplishments included the follow-
ing: solution of the Washington transit system's brake
squeal; reducing propulsion subsystems noise for the
New York and Washington transit systems; controlling
groundborne noise and vibration in Washington,
Baltimore, and San Francisco; and evaluation of
resilient rail fasteners for the Boston transit system.

nputer and Communication Technology

zputer assistance is directed toward the growing de-
~d for fixed and complex paratransit services by pro-
ng "off-the-shelf," low-cost, highly transferable
puter packages. The automatic vehicle monitoring
;ram provides battery powered transmitters along
routes and associated communications and display
s onboard vehicles and in a central control facility to
5t in dispatching and routing buses along heavily
~eled routes.

pan Rail Construction and Rehabilitation

nificant improvements have occurred in tunnel con-
iction with the use of precast tunnel liners in New
'k and slurry wall design and operational im-
vements developed through the subway environment
:gn validation study in Washington. Improvements
ail transit system management procedures using risk
cation guidelines resulted in projected savings of
ions of dollars in insurance premiums far the
thern California Rapid Transit District. Major ef-
s in rehabilitation and maintenance were initiated in
v York for development of nondestructive testing of
tunnel linings and in Washington for development of
roved track maintenance procedures and training
;tices.

eel and Rail Dynamics

~ studies were conducted to examine the feasibility of
rable trucks on urban railcars—one implemented
iware on the Port Authority Transportation Cor-

Railcar Standardization

Most of the second phase of the railcar standardization
program was completed, including the publication of a
series of documents that will assist rapid rail systems in
reducing or stabilizing acquisition and operating costs.
Work was completed on a study of the feasibility of

installing lifts on existing commuter and light rail
vehicles and on a study of railcar to station platform gap
problems.

Vehicle Equipment Technology

UMTA activities in vehicle and equipment technology
development placed emphasis on providing near-term
solutions to the day-to-day problems of operating and
maintaining a rapid rail transit system, including
development by the Chicago Transit Authority and Port
Authority Transportation Corporation of improved pass
reader and ticket vendor systems, development of a
universal rail-mounted snow removal vehicle, and
evaluation of reports on fare collection systems and
escalator design features.

Automated Guideway Systems

The Morgantown, West Virginia, people mover system,
the Department of Transportation's first effort to
develop an automated self-service transit system, con-
tinued to provide excellent service during the year. The
21-passenger, driverless, electrically powered, rubber-
tired vehicles, operating at intervals of 15 seconds, per-
formed with a service availability of over 98 percent.
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Safety Research

A preliminary emergency preparedness guidelines docu-
ment, begun in 1980, was completed; and a report
entitled Annotated Bibliography of Rail Transit Safety,
1975-1980, With Emphasis on Safety Research and
Development was published. Also begun was a study of
emergency evacuation procedures for the elderly and
handicapped and research on transit slips and falls.

Cooperative Research and Development

UMTA's cooperative research and development pro-
gram pursues research on .eight to ten priority projects
solicited each year from across-section of the transit in-
dustry. The first year's program included projects on
transit bus operator selection, on training for dealing
with stress, and on improved bus energy efficiency and
productivity.

Also funded were preliminary engineering studies
for the Detroit light rail project and for rapid rail
systems in Los Angeles and Honolulu.

The downtown- people mover demonstration pro-
gram was terminated. However, Congress appropriated
limited funds for the Miami ($11.5 million) and Detroit
($8 million) systems, since they were considered integral
parts of large transportation systems in those cities.
Both have now completed the required preliminary
engineering and environmental impact reviews and
have selected manufacturers.

Planning Assistance

Planning assistance was focused on the evaluation of ex-
isting transit services to identify areas where efficiency
and cost-effectiveness could be increased to reduce
operating deficits. Guidelines and analytic procedures for
bus system monitoring and bus costing were published.

Regulations on the urban transportation planning
process were issued; and policy guidance for new
urbanized areas established as a result of the 1980 cen-
sus were issued, to streamline the planning process and
reduce red tape.

A cost-effectiveness study for utilizing interstate
transfer funds was initiated in the southwest corridor in
Chicago.

Planning Methods and Support

Work was initiated in developing analytic methods that
could be used on personal microcomputers. This would
sign'if'icantly lower the cost and simplify the analysis

process for local transportation and transfer operatic
planning.

Transit Management

Major transit management projects were completed,
cluding providing transit systems with a standardi~
operator training program which is currently being u:
in over 150 agencies throughout the country and wh:
is being modified for use abroad. The concept of region
training was introduced, with UMTA assistance,
meet the common needs of transit agencies in 1
western states.

A demonstration of an automatic bus diagnos
system was underway in New York, using one gaxa
and 40 instrumented buses. The computerized systen
used for fault identification and isolation in die
powered buses and their subsystems.

Service and Methode Demonstrations

UMTA's service and methods demonstrations progr
has been recognized by the Urban Consortium
Technology Initiatives for outstanding promotion
transportation innovation and responsiveness to
needs and problems of local government. In additi
the University of Wisconsin, reporting on a survey
planners and transit operators, identified the progr
as one of "the two most important contributions m;
by UMTA to transportation planning."
Major service and methods demonstration progr

activities during the year included:

• Continuing expansion of user side subsidies. M<
small and medium size communities were given infor~
tion for applying the concept to low income as well a:
elderly and handicapped persons.
• Continuing improvement in taxi regulation. Z
regulation revisions were documented in several cii
and a forum provided an exchange of information
innovative taxi services.
• Providing information on a range of options w~
local communities can use in developing service for
handicapped as an alternative to fully accessible fi~.
route service.
• Compiling information to help guide local agent
through increasingly difficult fare policy deliberatic
as the fare box is once again gaining attention a
revenue source for transit systems.
• Monitoring a 10-mile freeway contraflow lane
served for buses and pre-registered vanpools which
attracted interest in Houston, Texas. The growth
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;ronage on this facility was extraordinary, growing
m about 2,000 daily users to 10,500 in I8 months.
uston was considering similar priority facilities in
.er freeway corridors.

Increasing the use of timed transfer, the system
ereby bus routes and schedules axe coordinated so
,t transfer time is minimized. Timed transfer was
wing to be an attractive service feature, producing
nificant ridership increases in suburban areas.
hough complete data was not yet available, it was
ieved that this type of service improvement was more
t-effective than traditional service extensions.

ogram Evaluation

gram evaluations or studies were undertaken of the
gnetic levitation and propulsion projects, the effects
phasing out operating assistance for mass transit, the
pan initiatives program, and of federal and state
ninistration of the UMTA funded program to provide
nsit vehicles for nonprofit organizations.

licy Reseaxch

university research and training program funded 22
-year project grants for research on a vaxiety of
ics. Funding was continued for eve ongoing research
l training program grants.
In seeking to expand opportunities for minority in-
utionparticipation in the university program, UMTA
ded a second Summer Faculty Workshop for minority
:itution faculty, to provide for participant involve-
zt in practical research projects dealing with an im-
tant urban transportation issue..Another aim was to
elop the participants' research management skills.

UMTA Circular 4900.2A, Administrative Require-
Zts for University Research and Training Grants,
revised.
A report, "Urban Rail 2n America: An Exploration
criteria for Fixed-C~cideway Transit," was com-
;ed. The report provides an overall perspective on the
rent status of urban rail and a method far assessing
future rail needs of any specific location.

.nagement Information Systems

yew UMTA management information system was in-
.led. The new system provides management data on
grams, projects, and resources.

Civil Rights

Over 482 UMTA grantees continued their fiirtherance
of federal civil rights mandates by implementing ap-
proved equal employment opportunity, Title VI (Civil
Rights Act of 1964}, and minority business enterprise
programs. These plans help to ensure that the human
resource potentials of local economies axe tapped for
their full productive capabilities and that nondiscrimina-
tion characterizes all UMTA programs.

Based on data provided by UMTA grantees subject
to 49 CFR Part 23, "Participation by Minority Business
Enterprise in Department of Transportation
Programs," over $744 million was awarded to minority-
owned firms and $8.7 million was awarded to female-
owned enterprises.

In addition, grantees and their contractors
deposited over $8.4 million in minority-owned banks
participating in the federal minority bank deposit pro-
gram, a 17 percent increase over fiscal year 1980.

In keeping with its policy of reducing federal re-
quirements, UMTA's Circulax 1I60.1 was being revised
to sign'if'icantly reduce the mapping and informational
requirements imposed on UMTA grantees. The revi-
sions will reduce cost and time for grantees for prepax-
ing their submissions and will expedite the Title VI
review and certification process.

Approximately 154 minority and female members
were added to transit boards throughout the country.
The number of minority and female chief executive
officers increased to 94.

A study, conducted by an UMTA consultant, of
senior managerial positions in the transit industry
revealed underrepresentation among women and
minorities and provided recommendations for cor-
recting these deficiencies. The data provided the basis
for recommendations on training, recruitment, new
hires, and promotions of women and minorities in
transit.

UMTA received 118 civil rights complaints against
UMTA grantees and their contractors during the year.
In conjunction with the Office of the Secretary, 49 com-
plaints were closed.

A plan for the prevention of sexual harassment in
the work force was developed. Internal equal employ-
ment opportunity and personnel representatives were
trained to use the sexual harassment training module
developed by an UMTA consultant.
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The Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation

was created in 1954 to construct the U.S. facilities for

the St. Lawrence Seaway project. Since 1959, when the
Seaway opened to navigation by ocean-going ships, the

Seaway Corporation has been responsible for operation,

maintenance, and development of that part of the
Seaway between Montreal and Lake Erie which is
within the territorial limits of the U.S.

Unlike most government agencies, the Seaway Cor-
poration is self-sustaining. All operation, maintenance,
administrative, and capital improvement costs are paid
from revenues obtained from tolls charged to vessels
which transit the system.

A total of 50.6 million metric tons of cargo moved
through the Montreal-Lake Ontario section in 1981 on
4,322 commercial ships. This tonnage represented an
increase of 2.3 percent over 1980. While lake vessel
transits were as high as the previous yeax, ocean ship
transits in 1981 declined by 373, due to a slackening of
grain exports and excess capacity on competing U.S.
transportation routes.

Had it not been for a disappointing grain volume,
overall Seaway cargo movements during 1981 might
have shown a much greater increase. The most signi~i-
cant factors affecting major commodity movements
were high interest rates, the strength of the dollar
against foreign currencies (which encouraged imports
and reduced exports), and the condition of the U.S. and
overseas economies in general.

Grain tonnage declined 9 percent. Continuation of
the partial embargo on Soviet grain sales in the first
quarter of 1981 and the late re-entry of the Soviets into
U.S. export markets accounted in part for the reduced
volume of U.S. cargoes. The Seaway labor scene was
marred by a 10-day strike in April by deck officers of the

U.S. lake fleet and by atwo-week strike in September
grain handlers at Thunder Bay which curtailed Caa
dian grain shipments.

Total bulk cargoes in 1981 edged upwaxd to 4'
million metric tons, despite the downturn of grain tr
fic. Iron ore was up 18 percent, due to U.S. Steel p
ducers replenishing their inventories and stockpiling
increased production from the very low 19801eve1 of ;
tivity. Government aid cargoes rose 44 percent, ~
other bulk cargoes fell 15 percent.

Coal exports through the Seaway in 1981 soared t
new Seaway record of 1.6 million metric tons. This v~
because of a tremendous overseas demand for U.S.
port coal, collier congestion at ports on other U
seacoasts, and effective promotional efforts by
Great Lakes maxitime community.

General cargo through the Seaway in 1981 climb
30 percent—the first gain registered by this categi
since 19??. While container tonnage dropped subst
Bally, reflecting the absence for the first time in m~
years of aregularly-scheduled container-line servi
iron and steel imports surged to 3 million tons.

The gain in imported iron and steel (up 41 perce
reflected the excess steel production capacity in we
markets, the strength of the dollax abroad, and renev
confidence by European producers in the applicatior
the U.S. trigger price mechanism.

Besides moving over 50 million tons of ca
through the U.S. locks near Massena, N.Y., the Seas
Corporation registered these important accompl
menu in 1981: facilitating the Seaways second earli
opening on March 25; managing one of the safest
most orderly Seaway closings during November
early December; operating the Seaway for 271 d~
equaling the all-time records set in 1975 and 1980;
completing amillion-dollar maintenance program at
U.S. locks.

Additional Seaway Corporation accomplishment
1981 included: the completion of a major study of fut
lock maintenance requirements; completion of 67 ~
cent of the reconstruction work on the administra~
building in Massena, which was severely damaged by
sonists in 1980; and the consolidation of office
Washington, D.C., to reduce staff and improve ~
ciency. In the latter change, the Office of Systems
Economic Analysis and the Office of Comprehen.
Planning were consolidated into a new Office of Pl
and Policy Development. The new office included
functions of seaway systems analysis and engineer
research and planning.
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Seaway Corporation development activities in 1981
.uded: additional review of the Army Corps of
nneers' final Seaway navigation season extension
3ibility report, which covers an eight-yeax federal
~y in which the Seaway Corporation participated; the
duction of several publications to provide the
:~itime trade with statistical data and to promote
.way commerce; continued research into an all-
~ther navigation system on the St. Lawrence River;
tinued work on a joint U.S.-Canada commodity flow
;cast study to help in plans for future Seaway naviga-

tion improvements; and the completion of an important
Great Lakes and Seaway system marketing strategy
study funded by the Seaway Corporation.

According to the Seaway Act of 1954, the Seaway
Corporation is required to submit to the President, far
transmission to Congress, a separate annual report
based on calendax yeax results. Single copies of the most
recent report may be obtained at no chaxge from: The
Public Information Office, Saint Lawrence Seaway
Development Corporation, P.O. Box 520, Massena, New
York 13662.
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The Reseaxch and Special Programs Administration
(RSPA) has broad responsibilities for improving the
safety and efficiency of all modes of transportation.
RSPA has the following goals:

• Safety. Minimize loss of life, personal injury, and
property damage directly related to transportation.

• Technology stimulation. Support the Department's
policy initiatives undertaken to stimulate technological
advances in transportation.
• Policy. Provide information for the establishment
of transportation policy consistent with national goals
for security, social and economic well-being, energy con-
servation, and environmental protection.
• Productivity. Improve the productivity and service
efficiency of intermodal transportation systems and
their components.

In pursuing these goals, RSPA performs several
functions. It collects, analyzes, and disseminates infor-
mation ontransportation and transportation systems. It
performs research and development to ~ provide sound
regulations and technological options for safe and effi-
cient transportation systems. It trains people to
recognize and handle safety and security problems in
transportation and to prevent such problems when
possible; and it develops rules for safe handling of hazar-
dous materials and provides for enforcement of those
rules.

Hazardous Materials

RSPA serves as the national focal point for assuring
safety in the domestic and international transportation
of hazardous materials. During fiscal year 1981, RSPA
sought to amend burdensome regulations that did not
contribute to public safety, while maintaining a strong

role in safeguarding the security of persons and pry
erty. Towaxd this end, the following steps were takE

• Elimination of 20 packaging spec'if'ications det
mined to be obsolete.
• Elimination of the requirement for carriers
prepaxe written reports of transportation incidents
volving certain low risk hazardous materials, a chax
expected to result in significant savings to the pul:
without adversely affecting public safety.
• Authorization to use the United Nations shippi
descriptions for package maxkings and shipping pad
entries for import or export. This action was intended
improve the ability of emergency response personnel
identify hazardous materials quickly- and to transmit
formation accurately from scenes of accidents involvi
hazardous materials.
• Completion of the Emergency Response Guidebo~
defining a system for rapid and accurate identificati
of hazardous materials and appropriate measures
dealing with their accidental release.

• Reduction of the maximum and average radian
levels permissible in the passenger compartment of a
craft by 50 percent. This action encouraged a shift fry
passenger-carrying to, cargo-only aircraft for radio.
five material shipments.
• Initiation of over 29 civil penalty actions in 1980 a
collection of a total of $58,950 in civil penalties. Ci
penalties do not involve acknowledgement of gruilt.

Pipeline Safety

RSPA is also chaxged with the responsibility
regulating pipeline transportation.. It administers
research and development program to develop 1
technical and economic information necessary to s~
port its rulemaking and enforcement activities and
assure that equitable protection is provided to the puk
through controls which are reasonable and workable
the reg~ilated industry. Some of the key achievements
the pipeline safety program in fiscal year 1981 include

• Providing pipeline safety training to 2,000 persor.
• Designing a management information system
regulatory planning and analysis;
• Collecting, analyzing, and disseminating informati
on more than 2,000 gas and liquid pipeline incidents;
~ Analyzing the safety implications of -major desi
changes for the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline;
• Evaluating the effectiveness of current methods j
testing corrosion control in urban environments;
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Distributing approximately 500,000 instructional
erature documents at courses and seminars; and
Establishing comprehensive new standards for the

,ing, design, construction, operation, and maintenance
liquefied natural gas facilities.

~fety Training

~e Department's safety training programs are
ntered axound the Transportation Safety Institute
SI) which is under the operational direction of RSPA.
~e Institute, which is located in Oklahoma City,
:lahoma, promotes the development of transportation
fety and security programs through its training
tivities. In 1981, the Institute offered 58 separate
pining courses and seminars. TSI programs are
ailable to federal, state, and local officials as well as
iustry and foreign officials. At present, TSI has a
gad curriculum in the following areas: Aviation
fety; Highway Traffic Safety; Marine Safety;
~terials Analysis; Motor Carrier Safety; Urban Mass
ansportation; Pipeline Safety; Railroad Safety;
~zardous Materials Transportation Safety; Transpor-
:ion Emergency Response; and Transportation
curity.

nergency Transportation

iPA administers an emergency transportation pro-
~m to provide for continuity of government and
erational contingency planning in national defense
d support of the regional emergency transportation
~rdinatars. Encompassed within the overall program
communications system development and extensive

pining activities for the Department's national defense
~cutive reserve and mobilization designees.

RSPA is the Department's focal point far crisis
eparedness and management for natural Orman-made
~nsportation disruptions. Some key accomplishments
the axea of emergency transportation included:

Conducting one national and ten regional emergency
eparedness training conferences, assisting in the
velopment and review of nuclear power plant con-
~gency plans, continued collection of emergency data,
d updating of the Department's plans;
Completing the first phase of the transportation sec-
n of the national master mobilization plan and
aluating its adequacy in a major federal interagency
~diness exercise;
Leading negotiations which resulted in the first com-
tment of non-U.S. NATO commercial airlift assets to
pport NATO reinforcement requirements; and

• Providing both the chairman and the head of the U.S.
delegation for the NATO Civil Aviation Planning Com-
mittee.

University Research

To assure that resources of the higher education com-
munity are effectively brought to bear on high priority
problems critical to long term national transportation
planning, the Department has funded a program of
university research. Between 1973 and 1981, almost
three hundred studies were conducted at over 100
universities. Examples of the results of the university
research program include:

Regulatory Research. The Departmental testimony
on the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 was based on research
performed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and seven other universities. Major studies included a
study on unregulated trucking experiences in New
Jersey and a study demonstrating that regulatory
reform of the motor carrier industry would not ad-
versely affect small and rural communities.
Ma2ntenance Construction Technologies. The

Department has sponsored several projects on transpor-
ta~ion maintenance and construction that have con-
tributed toward the improvement of highways, bridges,
safety procedures, tunneling, and rail technology. 4f
particular note is a study done by Stanford on tunneling
problems that often occur in soft ground. Its findings
were especially useful in the construction of the
Washington, D.C., Metro and resulted in an estimated
saving of more than $2 million.

Rail Research. The rail research program has con-
tributed to the Department's analysis of the rail in-
dustry in the areas of safety, planning, regulations, and
technology. The program has also served to assist state
and local governments in dealing with a broad spectrum
of rail related problems. For example, one handbook
developed by the University of Tennessee was used by
the state of Washington to preserve a branch Iine of the
failing Milwaukee Railroad and thereby save two
businesses and 300 jobs.

Srxfety Research. Research by the University of
Utah developed a standard set of test procedures for
determining the toxicity of products used in transporta-
tion vehicle interiors. The Department coordinated the
research with the National Bureau of Standards and the
chemical industry and is using it to resolve disputes over
unsafe materials (e.g., the BART tunnel fire). Centxal
State University of Ohio, a minority school, produced a
method to microencapsulatehe retardants in paints for
use in the interior of transportation vehicles. In addition
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to civilian application of the research, the Air Force
plans to implement the technology in military aircraft.

Technical Interface with State and Local Gover~n-
ments. Recognizing the need for intergovernmental
technology sharing, the Department has supported
research and seminars designed to develop information
transfer systems for use by state and local governments.

Minority College Outreach. The minority college
outreach program has made an effort to nurture quality
transportation research and to develop experienced
scientists and engineers at minority colleges and univer-
sities. From 1973 to 1981, minority colleges were
involved in 23 contracts valued at about $2 million.
Research conducted under minority contracts has been
used in Congressional testimony on trucking regulation
reforms and has contributed to the Department's posi-
tions on rural and public transportation and economic
regulatory reform.

Navigation

Telecommunication, in the form of both radionavigation
and radiocommunication systems, is a major factor in
transportation system safety and efficiency. The
Secretary of Transportation is the principal federal of-
~icial for the provision of navigation support to the
civilian sector of the U.S. Implementation and operation
of the navigation system is the responsibility of the
Federal Aviation Administration and the United States
Coast Guard. RSPA is responsible for the coordination
of long-range plans and acts as the principal executive
agent for the Secretary in preparation of the federal ra-
dionavigation plan.

Key accomplishments in navigation during the year
included:
• Releasing the first edition and initiating the first an-
nual update of the federal radionavigation plan;

• Validating a NAVSTAR GPS 2D computer simula-
tion model and initiating development of a 3D model
used in evaluating system performance and receiver
design;
• Completing the Vermont Laran-C air navigation pro-
ject and issuing a final report which demonstrated the
capability of the Loran-C navigation system for enroute
and non-precision approach air operations;

• Continuing development of a navigation system
economic planning model and the updating and collec-
tion of the navigation user data base; and

• Establishing a technical data center on radionaviga-
tion systems for the purpose of transferring technical in-
formation to government, industry, and user groups.

Systems Analysis

The purpose of the systems analysis research program
to provide the planning and decision making tools a:
techniques needed for dealing with the longer term ~
fects of multimodal transportation on economic systei
and its implications for free maxket operations. Areas
major emphasis included emergency transportati~
planning for national defense emergencies and natty
disasters and multimodal planning for regior.
economic revitalization.

Accomplishments in systems analysis during fis~
yeax 1981 included:

• Establishing criteria for the allocation of residual
transportation during national emergencies;

• Completing an analysis of the distribution system
a three-state region, including cost estimates of i
graded and additional terminals for handling c•
shipments;
• Completing the testing and transferring to t
Federal Highway Administration of a method for the r
timal allocation of highway maintenance resources o`
several budget years;

• Completing the application of hierarchical cont
methods to urban. traffic control; and

• Completing the development and testing of - 1
travel component of a new microcomputer transpor
tion and land use model for use by policy analysts a
planners.

Transportation Information

RSPA is responsible for providing Department-w
coordination of transportation statistics, data, and
formation. The current objective is to reduce costs by
percent over athree-year period, by minimizing
resources required by the Department, by maximiz
the use of existing data., and by reducing the burden
the public to provide information.

Key accomplishments included:
• Transforming the decision information disp
system from a demonstration system to an operatio
system;
• Designing a system (the transportation research
formation service network) to integrate transportat
literature indexing, retrieval, and documentat
systems into a single network; and

• Establishing a transportation information loca
system as an accessing tool to some 1,000 transpoi
tion data bases and sources.
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ansportation Systems Center

s Transportation Systems Center (TSC) continued to
►vide research, analysis, and development support to

Secretary of Transportation and all the operating
ninistrations in the Department. The Center's ac-
:tieswere divided into six subject areas: air transpor-
ion, automobiles and highways, mass transportation,
terborne transportation, rail transportation, and
lti-modal planning and policy formulation. Some of
C's major support activities included:

Aviation. Support was provided to the Federal
iation Administration in development of an aviation
ety analysis system to improve the processing of vital
atian safety information. The resulting improve-
nts in productivity and in accident prevention will
wide increased safety for the public. TSC also sup-
~ted improvements to the nation's air traffic control
item.
Automobiles acnd Highways. TSC provided policy

Distance and technical advice to the Office of the
~retary, the Federal Highway Administration, and
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

kerning the state of the domestic motor vehicle in-
~try and its ability to compete with foreign manufac-
~ers, changes in motor vehicle use, safety implications
to the downsizing of the American passenger vehi-

fleet, and the effect of vehicle fleet configuration on
Nation's highways. The increase in the fuel ef~i-

ncy of the domestic fleet has affected the federal and
to ability to raise tax revenues, resulting in the need
the development of new mechanisms for financing

~hway maintenance and repair. Research and analysis
iighway cost allocation supported the development of
~ncing policies. Technical and scientific support was
►vided to the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
listration in the development of alcohol counter-
asures and improved occupant protection, with
~cial emphasis on unrestrained occupants during

crashes and the reasons for the use or non-use of seat
belts.

Mass Transportation. Support was provided to the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration in its effort
to improve service and reduce costs on the country's
mass transportation systems. TSC's involvement in-
cluded research on cost-saving service approaches, pro-
cedures to reduce operating and maintenance costs, and
technical research concentrating on subsystem develop-
ment for rail, bus, and automated systems.

Waterborne Transportation. Support was pro-
vided to the United States Coast Guard in conducting
research which has resulted in improvements in such
critical operations as command and control, navigation,
and oil spill clean up.

Rail Transportation. Support was provided to the
Federal Railroad Administration, including analyses of
the economic and social impacts of proposed railroad
mergers. The Federal Railroad Administration is
responsible for establishing and enforcing safety regtzla-
tionsfor track, equipment, and operators. TSC supports
these activities through accident analyses and perform-
ance evaluations to provide a basis for proposed revi-
sions to existing standards which will be both cost effec-
tive and enforceable. Particularly important was the
development of scientific and engineering bases for
more comprehensive and cost effective track standards.

Multimodacl Planning and Policy Formuldtian.
The investment, regulation, and subsidization activities
of the federal government have important effects on the
U.S. transportation industries. TSC supported the Of-
~ice of the Secretary in assessing the impacts of
regulatory changes on carriers, shippers, the public, and
local communities. TSC also played a key role in
performing an analysis of the economic problems of the
transportation supply industries (e.g., the automotive
industry). It also provided an assessment of waterway
user charges and their potential impacts on intermadal
freight competition.
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ABLE I. U.S. Department of Transportation Budget Authority, Obligations, and Outlays,
Fiscal Year 1981.

(dollars tin millions)

Organization
Budget
Authority Obligations Outlays

fice of the Secretary ................................... 46 45 52
sited States Coast Guard ............................... 2,035 1,999 1,854
deral Aviation Administration .......................... 3,412 3,239 3,158
deral Highway Administration .......................... 9,117 9,105 9,131
deral Railroad Administration ............. , ........... 2,8501 2,7421 2,7901
lational Railroad Passenger Corporation ................. 881 851 851
.tional Highway Tr~c Safety Administration ............. 191 266 278
ban Mass Transportation Administration ................. 4,662 4,510 3,855
int Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation ........... — 11 (1)
search and Special Programs Administration ............. 31 26 30
dice of the Inspector General ............................ 15 22 11
iUBTOTAL ......................................... 23,239 22,816 22,010
~prietary Receipts from the Public ............... ...... (98) — (98)
'OT.ALS ............................................ 23,1412 22,8162 21,9122

:ludes $2,126 million for settlements of railroad litigation.
:eludes Maritime Administration.

ABLE II. U.S. Department of Transportation Employment in Authorized Full-Time
Permanent Positions, Fiscal Year 1981.

Organiz¢tion Positions

dice of the Secretary ........................................................................... 1,087
cited States Coast Guard .......................................................................45,2411
decal Aviation Administration ..................................................................41,259
decal Highway Administration .................................................................. 3,776
decal Railroad Administration .................................................................. 1,259
.tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration ..................................................... 743
ban Mass Transportation Administration ......................................................... 547
int Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation ................................................... I78
search and Special Programs Administration ...................................................... 774
dice of the Inspector General .................................................................... 421
COTAL. ~ ....................................................................................95,2852

~cludes 5,481 civilian and 39,760 military positions.
xcludes Maritime Administration



TABLE III. U.S. Department of Transportation Full-Time Civilian
Minority and Female Employment, 1971-81.

Year Tot¢Z 1 Minority 1 Percent Total z Female 2 Percent

1971 66,918 6,063 9.1 60,047 10,411 17.3

1972 66,219 6,372 9.6 61,368 10,773 17:6

1973 65,227 6,248 9.6 61,851 10,316 16.7

1974 65,098 6,773 10.4 62,723 10,898 17.4

1975 68,241 ?, 64? 11.2 64, 588 11, 373 17.6

1976 71, 679 8, 989 12.5 65, 758 11, 745 17.9

1977 72,809 9,573 13.1 74,289 12,833 17.3

1978 71,972 9,623 13.4 73,471 12,752 17.4

1979 71,040 9,807 13.8 72,139 12,650 17.5

1980 69, 998 10,169 14.5 71, 092 13,166 18.5

1981 58,018 9,325 16.1 58,220 12,093 20.7

1Minority employment figures and related totals exclude employees in Hawaii and Guam.

aFemale employment figures and related totals cover white collar positions only for the yeaxs 1972-75, general schedule positions only for the
1971 and 1976, and all employees for the years 1977-80.

NOTES:
1. Minority data are as of May 31 for 1971-?6 and September 30 for all other years .

2. Female data are as of May 31 for 1971 and 1976; October 31 for 1972-?5; and September 30 for all other years.

3. Source of the data for 1972-75 was the Civil Service Commission.



ABLE IV. U.S. Coast Guard Financial Statement, Fiscal Year 1981.

Funds
rropriated Funds Au¢ilablel

Total
Obligations

Unobligated
B¢lance'

xating Expenses ................................... 1,33fi,973,06b 1,335,661,238 1,321,827
~uisition, Construction &Improvements ................ 399,b64,8b8 317,101,604 82,463,254
:ration of Bridges .................................. 16,787,436 15,221,391 1,566,045

fired Pay .......................................... 244,000,000 239,127,781 4,872,219
erve Training .:.................................... 49,483,000 49,256,807 226,193
earth, Development, Test and Evaluation .............. 26,677,178 26,268,385 408,793
teBoatingSafetyAssistance ......................... 329,866 150,109 179,756
.ution F'und ........................................ 39,917,417 19,74b,356 20,172,461
shore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund ................. 16,964,857 (838,066) 17,802,923
:pwater Ports ...................................... 172,63? (8,478) 181,115
pTAL ............................................ 2,130,870,313 2,001,676,127 129,194,186

nbursements
;rating Expense .................................... 23,744,499 23,744,499 -0-
~uisition, Construction, &Improvements ................ 2,478,225 2,234,327 243,898
erve Training ..................... ................. 29,401 29,401 -0-
esrch, Development, Test and Evaluation .............. 620,962 47fi,693 144,269
OTAL ............................................ 26,873,087 26,484,920 388,167

st Francis
st GuArd General Gift Fund .......................... 133,043 1,509 131,534
charge Collection, Sale of Commissary Stores ........... 472,740 221,b61 251,179
st Guard Cadet Fund ............................... 4,664,828 4,664,828 -0-
~TAL ............................................ 6,270,611 4,887,898 382,713

a Governmental Revolving Funci~
stGuardSupplyFund ............................... 98,9Q1,738 98,458,1b2 443,586
at Guard Yard Fund ................................ 68,764,107 35,194,746 23,569,361
JTAL ............................................ 167,666,845 133,662,898 24,012,947

•ued Crrosa Expenditures-All Years Total Direct Reimbursable

ratingExpenses ................................... 1,315,927,513 1,293,356,952 22,670,561
uisition, Construction &Improvements ................ 213,310,892 213,048,393 262,499
xation of Bridges .................................. 19,242,041 19,242,041 -0-
ired Pay .......................................... 239,196,4b4 239,196,464 -0-
erve Training ...................................... 48,866,983 48,834,392 31,b91
earth, Development, Test and Evaluation .............. 24,114,600 23,239,748 874,852
;e Boating Safety ................................... 299,691 299,691 -0-
utionFund ........................................ 23,492,997 23,492,997 -0-
st Guard General Gift Fund .......................... 1,466 1,466 -0-
:harge Collections, Sale of Commissary Stores .......... 221,561 -0- 221,b61
st Guard CadetFund ............................... 4,6fi4,828 -0- 4,664,828
st Guard Supply Fund ............................... 98,957,298 -0- 98,957,298
st Guard Yard Fund ................................ 33,949,572 -0- 33,949,672
hors Oil Pollution Compensation Fund ................. (403,463) (403,463) -0-
~ial Statistical Work Fund ........................... 10,904 10,904 -0-

161,632,762YrAL ............................................ 2,021,852,337 1,860,319,676



TABLE IV. U.S. Coast Guard Financial Statement, Fiscal Year 1981 (continued).

1 Funds available include unobligated balances brought forwaxd from prior year appropriations as follows:

Alteration of Bridges ..................................................................... 93?
Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements
Appropriated Funds .................................................................... 65,338
Reimbursements ....................................................................... 240

Research, Development, Test &Evaluation
Appropriated Funcis .................................................................... 1,48?
Reimbursements ....................................................................... 189

StateBoating Safety Assistance ............................................................ 329
PollutionFund ........................................................................... 17,817
Coast Guard General Gift Fund ............................................................. 54
Surcharge Collections, Sale of Commissary Stores ............................................. 192
CoastGuard Supply Fund .................................................................. 199
CoastGuard Yard Fund ................................................................... 17,883
Offshore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund .................................................... 8,820

TOTAL............................................................................... 113,492

z Unobligated balances remain available for obligation in fiscal year 1982 as follows:

Acquisition, Construction &Improvements ................................................... 82,226
Research, Development, Test &Evaluation ................................................... 408
Alteration of Bridges ..................................................................... 1,566
PollutionFund ........................................................................... 20,172
Coast Guard General Gift Fund ............... ............................................ 131
Surcharge Collections, Sale of Commissary Stores ............................................. 251
CoastGuard Supply Fund .................................................................. 443
CoastGuard Yard Fund ................................................................... 23,569
Offshore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund .................................................... 17,802
Deepwater Ports Liability, Fund ............................................................ 181

TOTAL............................................................................... 145,752



ABLE V. Hijacking Attempts on U.S. and Foreign Aircraft, Including General Aviation Aircraft,
Calendar Yeaxs 1970-80.

Aircra, f ~
Category 1970 1971 1972 1971

3. 27 27 31 2

reign 56 31 31 20

DOTAL 83 58 62 22

Year

1971 1975 1978 1977 1978 1979 1980

7 I2 4 6 13 13 22

19 13 14 26 14 14 19

26 25 18 32 31 27 41

ABLE VI. U.S. Certificated Route Air Caxrier Accidents, Fatalities, Passengers Carried,
Passenger Miles Flown, and Passenger Fatality Rate, in Scheduled Domestic and
International Passenger Service, Calendar Years 1970-80.

Aircra, f ~ Accidcrnts Fatalities

Passengers
Passenger
Miles Flown

Passenger
Fatalities
Per 100

Million PassengerCrew and
Year Tot¢l Fatal Passenger Other Total Carried (thousands) Miles

1970 39 2 2 1 3 171,fi97,097 139,157,806 0.001

1971 41 61 174 20 194 173,664,737 145,678,876 0.119

1972 43 7 160 26 186 188,938,932 159,722,015 0.100

1973 32 6 197 20 217 202,207,000 171,436,549 0.115

1974 42 7 4202 40 460 207,449,006 173,349,894 0.1978

1975 28 2 113 9 122 205,059,571 174,173,138 0.065

1976 21 2 36 2 38 223,313,131 190,915,721 0.019

1977 17 2 64 11 75 240,326,516 206,205,410 0.031

1978 19 4 13 3 16 274,716,000" 264,932,819r 0.005

1979r 18 5 323 29 352 316,683,000 261,979,204 0.123

1980p 14 1 11 2 13 303,200,000 283,100,000 0.004

icludes 2 midair collisions that were not fatal to air carrier occupants.
icludes 79 passenger deaths that occurred in sabotage accidents,
goes not include passenger deaths that occurred in sabotage accidents.

evised

reliminary



TABLE VII. U.S. General Aviation Accidents, Fatalities, Aircraft Hours Flown,
Aircraft Miles Flown, Accident Rates, and Fatality Rates, Calendar Years 1970-80

Accident Ratea~
Per 100,000 PerMilIiox Fatalit Rates

Per 10,000 erMilaAircr¢,/t- Aircrc~- Aircrc~• Aircr¢,Jt-
s Aaure Floum Miles Flown Hours Flown Miles F1ot~m Aircrnf t• Aircrq

Tofal Fatal Total F¢tal Tot¢l FatalYe¢r FatalitieaY (thous¢nda) (thausaitds) HouraFlown MileaF

1970 4,712 641 1,310 26,030 3,207,127 18.1 2.46 1.47 0200 5.03 0.40

1971 4,648 fi61 1,H55 25,512 3,143,181 182 2.59 1.48 O.zi1 5.31 0.48

1972 4,256 695 1,426 26,974 3,317,100 15.8 2.57 1.28 0.209 5.28 0.42

1978 4,2bb 723 1,412 29,974 3,686,802 142 2.41 1.16 0.196 4.71 0.38

1974 4,425 729 1,438 31,415 3,863,799 I4:1 2.31 1.14 0.188 4.57 0.37

197b 4,287 676 1,345 32,024 3,938,952 13.2 2.10 1.08 0.171 4.19 0.34

19?6 4,193 696 1,320 33,922 4,172,406 22.8 2.04 1.00 0.166 3.89 0.31

1977 4,286 702 1,43fi 35,792 4,402,126 12.0 1.96 0.97 0.159 4.OI 0.32

1978 4,494 793 1,770 39,409` 4,96b,634r 11.4 2.01 0.90 0.159 4.49 0.35

1979'' 4,061 682 1,382 43,41? 6,470,542 9.3 I.5? 0.74 0.125 3.18 025

1980p 3,799 677 1,376 41,300 b,203,800 9.2 1.64 0.73 0.130 3.33 0.26

13uicide and sabotage accidents are included in all computations except accident rates (2970-1, 1972-3, 1973-2, 1974-~, 1975-2, 1976-4, 19 i
and 1978-2).

sIneludes air carrier fatalities in accidents involving collisions with general aviation aircraft (1972-5 and 1978-142).

`Revised

p Preliminary

TABLE VIII. Federal-Aid Highway Obligations, Fiscal Years 1971-81.

(douars in milliana)

F•undting

Year

C¢tegory 1971 1972 1973 197'1 1975 1976' 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 TOTA

Interstate 3,298 3,293 2,633 2,901 4,015 2,616 3,298 3,191 4,442 3,380 3,926 3fi,9:

ABCI 971 1,036 698 516 425 194 46. 17' 7 - - 3,97

Primarya 62 .60 fig 620 1,266 725 1,174 1,320 1,440 1,605 1,752 1U,0~

Secondarye 38 42 4b 286 483 332 287 364 36U 39b 456 3,Of

Urban - 11 84 340 368 564 667 854 739 774 892. 5,2f

Bridge - 4I 53 38 181 116 196 171 611 770 938 3,1]

Safety
Construction - - - 25 263 368 326 332 338 344 338 2,3~

Emergency
Relief 32 44 145 149 144 116 85 105 135 280 122 1,3f

OtherT 21U 442 398 312 b99 1,127 896 781 b52 b29 561 6,34

TOTALr. 4,611 4,969 4,125 6,186 7,744 6,157 6,965 7,135 8,624 8,077 8,975 72,54

1 Prior to decal year l97b, ABC figures include primary, secondary, and urban funds. After fiscal year 1974, ABC figures include urban exte~
primar'Y, and secondary funds.

a Prior to fiscal year 1975; primary figures include rural primary and priority funds.. After fiscal year 1974, primary figures include rural pru
priority primary, discretionary priority primary, and consolidated grimary funds.

Secondary figures include only rural secondary funds.
' Includes the Transition Quarter, July 1, 1976 to September 30, 1976.
°Revised



ABLE IX. Federal Highway Administration Motor Carrier Safety Inspection Activity,
Calendar Years 1974-81.

Year
Inspections
Performed

Vehicles
Taken Out
of Service

Drivers
Taken (}ut
of Scyrvtice

1974 25,939 7,867 688
1975 16,372 4,961 425.
1976 16,907 5,574 456
1977 18,730 6,955 558
1978 25,695 9,978 597
1979 26,127 10,779 1,980
1980 29,110 9,600 3,000
1981 40,747 13,143 4,154

ABLE X. Summary of U.S. Train Accidents and Casualties, Calendar Years 1972-80.

Category

Ye¢r
% Ch¢nge
197J-80

Q6 Ch¢nge
197 801972 1978 1974 1975 1976 1977' 1978 1979 1980

ember of Train Accidental

collisions ............... 1,348 1,657 1,561 1,002 1,370 1,363 1,476 1,425 1,201 -15.72 +19.86

)erailments ............. b,609 7,389 8,513 6,328 7,934 8,075 8,763 7,482 6,442 -13.94 +X.80

)then ................. 675 652 630 ?11 944 926 1,038 833 808 -19.75 +13.fi4

TOTAL TRAIN

ACCIDENTS ........ 7,632 9,698 10,694 8,041 10,248 10,362 11,277 9,740 8,4b1 -13.23 + b.09

unber of Casualties in
cidents of all Types

Crespassers Killed ....... 537 578 565 524 457 458 492 516 566 + 9.69 - 8.02

~respassexsInjured ...... 586 614 674 703 7fi6 fi89 746 805 728 - 9.57 + 3.56

?assengers Killed ........ 47 6 ? 8 5 4 13 6 4 -33.33 -50.00

?assengers Injured ....... 680 503 574 1,307 998 503 1,252 1,001 593 -40.76 -64.63

employees an Duty Killed . 127 15S 140 110 100 114 122 101 97 - 3.96 -11.83

employees on Duty

:njuredz ................ 12,466 13,098 15,620 47,31$ 57,889 61,028 65,071 66,924 5fi,331 -15.83 +19.05

~]lOtherPersonsKilled... 1,234 1,174 1,196 918 1,068 964 1,019 806 750 - 6.96 -18.30

~110therPersonsInjured 4,208 4,039 3,950 4,978 5,678 5,fi47 5,47fi 5,39fi 4,b94 -14.86 - 7.71

TOTAL NUMBER OF
PERSONS KILLED .. 1,945 1,916 1,908 1,560 1,630 1,530 1,646 1,429 1,417 - 0.83 - 9.17

TOTAL NUMBER OF
PERSONS INNR.ED . 17,930 18,245 20,818 54,306 65,331 67,867 ?2,545 74,126 62,246 -16.03 +14.62

[onetary reporting thresho]d prior to 1975 was $?b0, in 1975 it was increased to $1,750, in 1977 it was increased to $2,30U.

~cludes lost time cases only prior to 1975. Reporting requirements were changed in 1975 to be comparable to OSHA reporting requirements-
~cluding cases with lost ar restricted time; those requiring medical treatment beyond first aid; termination of employment; transfer to another job;
iss of consciousness; and occupational illnesses.

~cludes occupational illnesses.



TABLE XI. Summary of U.S. Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Accidents and Casualties,
Calendar Years 1972-80.

Year
~6 Change 4'o Ch

1972 1974 197.4 1975 1976 197'7 197'8 1979 1980Accidents land Casualties 2 19?9-80 197

Accidents at Highway Grade
Crossings Involving Motor
Vehicles

Total Accidents .......... 3,222 3,190 3,089 10,925 11,700 11,849 11,999 I1,108 9,422 -15.18 -1
Number of Persons Killed 1,190 1,078 1,128 788 978 846 929 72? 708 - 2.61 -1
Number of Persons Injured 3,201 3,215 3,166 3,600 4,343 4,455 4,120 4,019 3,534 -12.07 -

Total Rail-Highway Grade
Crossing Accidents and
Resulting Casualties

Total Accidents .......... 3;379 3,379 3,278 11,354 12,144 12,299 12,435 11,552 9,763 -15.49 -1~
Number of Persons Killed 1,260 1,186 1,220 978 1,114 944 1,021 834 788 - 5.52 -1'
Number of Persons Injured 3,285 3,306 3,260 4,168 4,831 4,649 4,256 4,172 3,662 -12.22 -1.

Railroad Casualties

Passengers on Trains
Number of Persons Killed 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -
Number of Persons Injured 0 35 18 96 58 24 18 2 3 + 50.00 - 9i

Employees on Duty
Number of Persons Killed 1 5 3 2 0 11 2 7 0 -

Number ofPersons Injured 68 103 102 32 54 193 180 152 75 - 50.66 + 13~

Total Railroad Casualties
Number of Persons Killed 1 5 3 3 0 11 2 7 0 -

Number of Persons Injured 68 138 120 128 112 217 198 154 ?8 - 49.35 - 3!

'All impacts between on-track equipment and highway users were reported beginning in 1975. Prior to 1975, such impacts were reported or
they resulted in a reportable casualty or in $750 in damages to railroad on-track equipment, signals, track, track structures, or roadbed.
zInclude lost time cases only prior to 1975. Reporting requirements were changed in 1975 to be comparable to OSHA reporting requireme~
including cases with lost or restricted time; those requiring medical treatment beyond first aid; termination of employment; transfer to anc
job; loss of consciousness; and occupational illnesses.



ABLE XII. Alaska Railroad Revenue Freight Traffic, by Commodity,
Fiscal Years 1975-81.

Commodity

Revenue Freight Tons (D00's)
Change
1980-81

%Change
197'5-81197'5 1976 1977 1978 1973 1980 1981

end and Gravel ................. NIA NIA 699.5 727.2 637.5 396.2 1,796.8 +353.51 NIC

>al ........................... N/A NIA 550.0 593.3 523.9 590.2 652.0 +10.64 N!C

~troleum, Oil, and Lubricants ..... 557.4 632.6 532.3 373.9 219.6 251.? 379.1 + 50.62 - 31.99

)FC/COFC(Piggyback) ......... 95.3 114.2 99.7 99.5 88.7 92.4 112,5 +21.75 +18.05

crest Products ................. 119.5 124.3 82.0 67.8 55.2 108.8 100.7 - 7.44 -15.73

;ricultural Products ............ 13.2 9.4 11.5 8.2 7.1 9.9 8.1 -18.18 - 38.64

3nufactured Goods and
Miscellaneous Commodities ...... 1,114.6 1,251.1 330.3 307.8 276.9 292.1 311.9 + 6.78 N/C

TOTAL TONNAGE ........... 1,900.0 2,131.6 2,305.3 2,177.7 1,808.9 1,741.3 3,362.1 +93.08 +76.95

A-Not Available, included in "Manufactured Goods and Miscellaneous Commodities."
C-Not Comparable.

ABLE XIII. Amtrak Passengers, Passenger Miles, Daily Train Miles, Revenues,
Costs, Deficit, and Ratios, Fiscal Years 1972-51.

CaEegory

Year
%Change

1980-81

~oChange

1,97-801972 1978 1971 1975 197'6 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

~.ssengers (millions) .... 13.7 14.7 16.7 15.8 16.9 19.2 18.9 21.4 21.2 20.6 - 2.8 + 50.36

~ssenger Miles (billions) . 2.9 3.3 4.4 3.7 3.8 4.I 4.0 4.9 4.6 4.8 + 4.3 + 65.52

oily Train Miles
(thousands) ........... 71.5 72.9 ??.0 80.8 81.5 86.5 86.4 86.5 79.0 84.8 + 7.3 + 18.60

berating Revenue
($ millions) ........... 152.7 177.3 242.2 246.5 268.0 311.3 313.0 381.5 436.4 506.2 + 16.0 + 231.5

~rporate Costs
($ millions) ........... 66.9 46.6 24.9 35.6 43.3 56.8 60.2 46.6 50.5 84.1 + 66.5 + 25.7

berating Costs
($millions) ........... 239.3 272.5 413.2 524.2 630.9 776.0 830.1 951.5 1,102.8 1,252.5 + 13.6 + 423.4

~ta1 Costs ($ millions) ... 306.2 319.2 438.1 559.8 674.3 832.9 890.3 998.1 1,153.3 1,336.6 + 15.9 + 336.5

:ficitl ($ millions) ...... 153.5 141.9 195.9 313.3 379.3 521.6 577.3 6I6.8 716.9 ?55.6 + 5.4 + 392.2

:venuelCosts Ratio .... 0.499 0.556 0.553 0.440 0.398 0.374 0.352 0.382 0.378 0.421 + 11.4 - 15.6

:deral Subsidy Per
Passenger Mile (¢) ..... 5.3 4.2 4.4 8.3 10.9 12.7 14.4 12.6 15.6 14.6 - 6.4 + 175.5

)eficit before federal operating payments, but after state subsidies.



TABLE XIV. Summary of U.S. Motor Vehicle Activities and Fatalities, Calendar Years 1971-81.

Year

Licetu~ed
Drivers
(naillians)

Registered
Motor
Vehicles
(millions)

Vehicle
Miles

7'r¢veled
(billions)

Traffic
Fatalities'

Fatality
R¢te

1971 114.4 116.3 1,179 52, 542 4.46

1972 118.4 122.6 1,260 54,589 4.33

1973 121.5 130.0 1,313 54,052 4.12

1974 125.4 134.9 1,281 45,196 3.53

1976 ~ 129.8 137.9 1,328 44,525 3.35

1976 I 134.0 143.5 1,402 45,523 3.25

1977 i 138.1 147.3 1,467 47,878 3.26

1978 140.8 153.3 1,545 50,331 3.26

1979 143.3 157.3` 1,529 51,093 3.34

1980 145.3 161.6 1,528 51,091 3.34

1981P 148.0 165.7 1,555 49,268 3.17

% Change 1980-81 +1.9 +2.5 +1.8 -3.6 -5.1

% Change 1971-81 +29.4 +42.5 +31.9 -6.2 -28.9

1Deaths attributable to motor vehicle accidents and occurring within 30 days after the accidents.
zFatalities per 100 million vehicle miles.
R̀evised

P Provisional



ABLE XV. Summary of U.S. Monthly Traffic Fatalities, Motor Vehicle Mileage, and Fatality Rates,
Calendar Years 1976-81.

Month
Category
¢nd Ye¢r Jan Feb Mar Apr tYfay June July Azeg Sep Oct Nov Dec

Fatalities)
1976 3,038 2,969 3,197 3,569 4,113 3,979 4,613 4,348 3,994 4,250 3,534 3,919

1977 2,738 2,877 3,497 3,730 4,060 4,320 4,960 4,586 4,250 4,560 4,148 4,152

1978 2,733 2,657 3,511 3,950 4,384 4,633 4,999 4,998 4,782 4,795 4,385 4,504

1979 3,075 3,116 4,072 4,123 4,376 4,505 4,663 4,706 4,fi98 4,665 4,373 4,721

1980 3,432 3,271 3,645 3,731 4,482 4,935 4,848 5,401 4,498 4,350 4,257 4,241

1s81P 3,579 3,382 3,650 3,956 4,212 4,342 4,815 4,913 4,249 4,257 3,962 3,951

Change 1980-81 + 4.3 +3.4 + 0.1 +6.0 -6.0 -12.0 -0.1 - 9.0 -5.5 -2.1 -6.9 -6.8

%a Change 1976-81 +17.8 +13.9 +14.2 +10.8 +2.4 + 9.1 +4.4 +13.0 +6.4 +02 +12.1 +0.8

Mileage2
1976 102.0 98.1 113.7 116.5 122.? 123.5 130.3 131.3 118.9 120.6 112.5 112.5

1977 102.7 102.? 120.3 121.8 129.2 129.6 136.5 136.7 124.5 127.? 118.8 116.5

1978 109.6 106.8 124.8 122.5 134.1 138.6 147.9 149.1 131.1 132.fi 123.4 124.3

1979 114.4 109.7 131.4 125.9 132.4 131.2 134.9 139.9 127.6 131.fi 123.4 123.2

1980 117.0 107.8 125,8 126.3 131.9 132.3 136.9 139.3 128.1 133.2 124.0 125.4

1981 118.1 110.3 129.2 129.5 135.1 136.8 141.2 143.3 131.5 134.9 125.6 125.7
%a Change 1980-81 +0.9 +2.3 +2.? +2.5 +2.4 +3.4 +3.1 +2.9 +2.7 +1.3 +1.3 +0.2

% Ghange 197fi-81 +15.8 +12.4 +13.6 +11.2 +10.1 +10.8 +8.4 +9.1 +10.fi +11.9 +ll.fi +11.7

Fatality R.ateg
1976 2.98 3.03 2.81 3.06 3.35 3.22 3.54 3.31 3.36 3.52 3.14 3.48

1977 2.67 2.80 2.91 3.06 3.14 3.33 3.63 3.36 3.41 3.57 3.49 3.56

1978 2.49 2.49 2.81 3.23 3.27 3.34 3.38 3.35 3.65 3.62 3.55 3.62

1979 2.69 2.84 3.10 3.27 3.31 3.43 3.46 3.36 3.68 3.54 3.54 3.83

1980 2.93 3.03 2.90 2.95 3.40 3.73 3.54 3.88 3.51 327 3.43 3.38
1981' 3.03 3.07 2.80 3.05 3.12 3.18 3.41 3.43 3.23 3.16 3.16 3.14

% Change 1980-81 +3.4 +1.3 -2.8 +3.4 -8.2 -14.7 -3.7 -11.6 -8.0 -3.4 -7.9 -7.1

% Change 1976-81 +1.7 +1.3 +0.4 -0.3 -6.9 - 1.2 -3.? + 3.6 -3.9 -10.2 +0.6 -9.8

aths attributable to motor vehic]e accidents and occurring within 30 days after the accidents.
lions of vehicle miles.
talities per 144 million vehicle miles.
vised
eliminary



TABLE XVI. Summary of Reported Gas Pipeline Failures and Casualties, Calendar Years 1970-Si

Distrdbution Lines Trans~miasion and Gathering Lines Totals

Ye¢rl F¢iiures F¢t¢lities Injuries F¢ilures F¢talities Injuries F¢ilures F¢taliEies Injur

1970 676 21 202 343 1 16 1,019 22 21E

1971 875 42 365 410 3 24 1,258 45 389

1972 884 28 294 409 6 36 1,293 34 334

1973 893 33 333 471 2 19 1,364 35 352

1974 1,017 20 314 460 4 20 1,477 24 339

1975 979 8 220 394 6 17 1,373 24 237

1976 1,036 53 319 b43 10 47 1,579 63 36E

1977 1,530 29 420 466 7 30 1,996 36 45C

1978 1,556 20 32Q b33 11 86 2,088 31 40E

1979 1,520 33 313 450 12 93 1,970 45 40E

1980 1,467 9 269 b29 2 41 1,996 11 31~

1 Date for calendar years 1974-SO include information from telephonic reports which were not included in data for calendar years 1970-73.

Sr~a~r~iD~ 6.tlY00J7iC

TABLE XVII. Summary of Reported Liquid Pipeline Accidents and Casualties, Calendar Years 197(

Ye¢r Accidents Fatalities Injur~:es

c~~ait~
Loss

(B¢rrels)

1970 347 4 21 521,849

1971 308 1 8 245,057
1972 309 8 19 360, 654

1973 273 7 8 379,365

1974 256 10 11 293,643

1975 255 7 15 319,423

1976 209 5 5 255,037

1977 238 3 19 228,429

1978 256 3 10 280,794

1979r 251 4 13 548,669

1980 219 3 12 289,445

Revised



ABLE XVIII. Hazardous Materials Incidents, by Mode, Calendar Year 1971-80.

Year Atir
Htighway
(for hire)

Highw¢y
(private) Ratidway Water Other Total

1971 4 1,562 224 343 I1 121 2,255
1972 33 3,568 342 333 9 53 4,328
1973 49 5,048 419 409 12 fi5 6,002

1974 157 7,261 361 616 26 1? 8,428
1975 152 8,988 903 676 32 18 10,769
1976 90 10,223 549 982 13 32 11,889

1977 130 13,U00 1,260 1,500 50 24 16,950

1978 231 15,983 565 1,191 47 b 18,022

1979 284 1b,35b 623 1,215 34 13 17,524
1980 233 14,042 442 1,327 42 29 16,11b

~.BLE XIX. Hazardous Materials Casualties (Deaths and Injuries), by Mode, Calendar Year 1971-80.

Year Air
Highway
(/'or hire)

Highway
(grtivate) R¢tilway Water Other Total

1971 0 140 fi5 21 48 8 276
1972 0 198 55 59 0 0 3Q6
1973 6 308 45 155 3 13 530
1974 9 257 42 606 17 4 935
197b 4 402 112 96 2 66 682
1976 4 580 63 200 1 0 838
197? 9 461 77 234 0 0 781
1978 43 550 64 b08 1d 1 1,176
1979 13 620 95 228 1 2 969
1980 8 438 57 131 1 3 638



FIGURE 1. U.S. Department of Transportation Obligations,
Fiscal Year 1981.
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FIGURE 2. U.S. Department of Transportation Employment in Authorized
Full-Time Permanent Positions, Fiscal Year 1981.
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'IGURE 3. Relative Changes in U.S. Air Carrier Accidents, Passenger Fatalities,
and Fatality Rate, Calendar Years 1971-80.
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FIGURE 4. Relative Changes in General Aviation Accidents, Fatalities, and
Accident and Fatality Rates, Calendar Years 1970-80.
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[CURE 5. Relative Changes in Total and Interstate System Highway
Obligations, Fiscal Years 1971-81.
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FIGURE 6. Relative Changes in Amtrak Costs, Revenues, Operations, and
Performance, Fiscal Years 1972-81.
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IGURE 7. Relative Changes in U.S. Motor Vehicle Activities, Fatalities, and
Fatality Rate, Calendar Years 1971-81.
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FIGURE 8. Relative Changes in U.S. Traffic Fatalities, Mileage, and Fatality
Rate, Calendar Years 1979-81.
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IGURE 9. Relative Changes in U.S. Traffic Fatalities, by Principal
Categories, Calendar Years 1971-81.
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FIGURE 10. Relative Changes in Reported Gas Pipeline Failures and
Casualties, Calendar Years 1970-80.
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IGURE 11. Relative Changes in Reported Liquid Pipeline Accidents and
Casualties, Calendar Years 1970-80.
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FIGURE 12. Relative Changes in Hazardous Materials Incidents and
Casualties, Calendar Years 1971-80.
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